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for almost the enti re Fr ench aer ospace

AEROB~~~CE J industry. The two balloon-launch faci-
li ties are also located in the south ,
the pr imary site being in the town of

BALLOONS ARE STILL FASHIONABLE IN FRANCE Aire-sur-I’Adour. The secondary site
is to the east near Gap-Tallard and

France has had a strong national is used mainly during June and July when
interest in space science and technology the prevailing stratospheric winds are
since the late 1950s. In 1962, with east to west. The main facility has sev-
the creation of its national space eral special purpose buildings for test-
agency , Centre National d’Etudes Spa- ing and integrating payloads, infla ting
tiales (CNES) , these interests took on superpressure and special purpose bal-
a st ructured nature with definite goals. looms, telemetry recording, tracking ,
CNES is na tionally responsible for all and maintenance. Its small meteorological
civil French space programs and works station is complete with teletype and
closely with the European Space Agency facsimile machines for receiving the
(ESA) in various joint international pro- most recent weather data. A team of 20
grams. The French have launched over people is responsible for the tasks men-
a dozen nationally produced research tioned above, as well as da ta and payload
and technology satellites on their own recovery. For the I~atter function alaunch vehicles from their Kourou ., small aircraft and Land Rover are used.
Guiana , space center. In cooperation A typical launch is performed in
with the Germans , they have succeeded a somewhat different manner than in the
in building the first European telecom- US and the payloads are generally smaller.
munications satellite (US launched) Instead of hoisting the payload rig by
and have continuing cooperative programs a truck-crane and maneuvering it under
underway with the US and the USSR. the rising balloon (a sometimes tricky
The curren t na tional budget for civil operation), it is immediately attached
space programs is over ~250 mill ion of to a small tetrahedral balloon tha t is
which about 63% is allocated to ESA. attached to the same cable as the larger
A large portion of the total budget is main balloon . As the main balloon rises ,
supporting satellite and launch vehicle the smaller balloon lifts the experimen-
programs such as Spacelab , SPOT (a na- tal payload until the cable is vertical.
tional earth observations satellite), The smaller balloon is then mechanically
and the Ariane launch vehicle (Atlas- separated and the main one takes over.
Centaur class). This method is very simple and reliable

Ap~irt from these extensive space- in winds up to 14 n/sec and where small
craf t programs , CNES has continued to launch areas must be utilized. Europe ’s
place heavy emphasis on space and atinos- political boundaries , moun tains , and
pher ic study projects using balloons water areas do not lend themselves to
as exper imental platforms. These pro- long-duration balloon experiments. Tra-
grams have involved the launching of jectories must be closely watched if the
over 1500 balloons from France , Antarc- experiments are to be recovered in an
t ica , Argentina , Brazil , Iceland , Norway, accessible and dry area. Flight dura-
Sweden , and the USSR. Owing to this tions , under good conditions , average
emphasis , France remains the only active 6 to 8 hours on east-to-west flights and
balloon-launching country in Western may be half those values on west-to-east
Europe. All scientific experiments using flights because of stronger winds. There
balloon platforms launched in France is , however , another long-flight launch
are organized by CNES. In many cases site that was successfully tested in
launches in other countries are coordi- August 1977. In cooperation with Ital~na teci by CNES , and these services may and Spain, CNES launched two 350 ,000 m
be provided on a no-charge basis if CNES stratospheric balloons from Sicily.
has an interest in the experimental pro- These traveled across the western Mcdi-
grain . In general , however , French and terranean and were recovered in southern
other national experiments are launched Spain. Both flights exceeded 20 hours ,
on a cost reimbursable basis. Proposals attaining altitudes of 40 km. An cx-
for balloon support are submitted to panded campaign is planned for July and
CNES headquarters in Paris. August 1978 with , eventually , much

The main research facil ities of larger payloads.
CNES are located in the south of France
in Toulouse , which serves as the home
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The curren t emphases in balloon R~D The relatively small pay load size is
and balloon oriented experiments at CNES dictated by safety restrictions imposed
are im several areas. A continuing over high population and air-traffic den-
program prevails in the development sity areas of France.
and testing of stratospheric balloon Tetrahedral balloons are also manu-
materials and manufacturing techniques. factured routinely in quantity. Two
The FGGE experiment (First GARP : (Gb - types are currently being produced. The
bal Atmospheric Research Program) Global first is the small auxiliary balloon used
Experiment], for example , will involve in conjunction with the main stratospher-
the deployment of super pressure balloons , ic one. The size may vary in order to
con taining internal ins trumen tat ion , allow a l if t sl ightl y exceeding the
over the Indian Ocean at low altitudes. gondola weight . The second type is lar-
Wind vectors will be determined as in ger , having volumes up to 87,000 in3 ,
a French program conducted in the Southern and is constructed of 25 or 50-urn thick
Hemisphere in 1974. Another program , polyethylene film. These easily produced ,
the Venus Projec t, is being conducted inexpensive balloons are used as free
in cooperation with the Soviet Union. stratospheric balloons bu t carry maximum
In this experiment CNES will eject and payloads of onl y 200 kg.
inflate from a spacecraft an 8-m-diam . Superpressure balloons are made
balloon into the atmosphere of Venus . for special programs such as (‘.ARP , FGGE ,
The launch and subsequent balloon deploy- and EOLE . EOLE was the 1974 French South-
men t is scheduled to commence in 1983, em Hemisphere program referred to ear-
and the experiment will measure the at- h e r  in which balloons were released and
mospheric constituents and other parame - tracked for an average of 111 days to
ters of Venus. CNES is currently spon- determine atmospheric winds from 1- to
sorimg tests of materials and adhesives 16-km altitude . Such balloons are pro-
for the balloon. duced in sizes varying from 1.0 to 4.4 m

CNES would like to undertake new in diameter , up to 45 m 3 , from 50-ujm lam-
efforts in the study of high-altitude m ated polyes ter film.
tethered balloons. Tests were conducted France is singular among the nations
with such balloons in the early 1970’s of Western Europe in its ability to manu-
from Guiana , South Amer ica , without corn- facture and launch high altitude and ad-
plete success. The balloon , a standard vanced technology balloons for scientific
stra tospheric type , was launched on the payloads. Despite the Shuttle and Ariane ,
coast and tethered to the winch of a CNES plans on increased exploitation of
ship in the harbor. The low reel-out this capability in the future.
speed of the ship ’s winch and the weight [MAJ . David T. Newell (EOARD) and Robert
of the cable prec ipitated the partial W. Rostron ]
failure of the experiment. In new ef-
forts with tethered balloons , an improved
cable weave would be used .

The Zodiac-Espace company in Toulouse
has for many years been prime con trac tor
for fabricating all of the CNES high-
al titude , superpressure , and special MORE ON SPACE FROM BRITISH AEROSPACE
purpose balloons. A second balloon R~D/ CUMPANY
manufac turing fac i l i ty,  Broch ier-Espace , —

has recen tly been es tablished in Lyon , In the 31 December 1977 , issue of
France . This company works with CNES ESN (ESN 31-12:514) an article on satel-
and Zodiac-Espace in developing and lite technology at British Aerospace
manufac tur ing new and more e f f ic ien t (BAe) men t ioned the four corpora t ions
balloon materials, or corporation segments from which the

Several types of balloons are manu- nationalized company was formed—namely,
factured for CNES. Natural shape , free Hawker Siddeley Aviation , Hawker Siddeley
stratospheric balloons are routinely Dynamics (FISD) , Sco tti sh Avia tion , and
manufactured with volumes up to British Aircraft Corporation (BAC).
350,000 in 3 of 25- tim thickness polyethy- Nearly all of the satellite orientated
lene f i lm , sealed by tape heat-welded programs of BAe are concen tra ted in the
to the balloon sections. These balloons Electronic and Space Systems Division
can reach altitudes of 34 to 43 km (5.9 of the Dynamics Group which is composed
to 2.0 mbar) carrying a 350-kg payload, of similarly titled divisions of the

- - 
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former Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Space ESA include development and manufacture
Division , loca ted at Stevenage , and of the solar array and photon detector
British Aircraft Space Division , loca ted assembly of a fa int objec t came ra for
at Bristol. The terminology is still the NASA/ESA Space Telescope ; prime con-
rather difficult to sort out , and bo th trac tor for GEOS , a geostationary scien-
BAC and HSD are con t inuing  to opera te t i f i c  sa tellit e de signed to study the

7 in a rather autonomous fashion pending magnetosphere in that orbit; and sub-
further reorganizations. For example , contractor for the attitude and orbit
each of these entities are members of control system of the ISEE-B (rnterna-
separate competing European consortiums. tional Sun Earth Explorer) satellite—a
HSD tends to bid on contracts involving scientific three-satellite nission de-
pr imarily spacecraft bus development signed to explore the fluctuating nature
and systems integration , and SAC tends of the ma gne tosphe re.
to bid on those involving prime power Under contract to Hughes A ircraf t
sub-systems , scien t if ic payloads , atti: Company , SAC has manufactured major sub-
tude and orbit control , and data handling , systems for 16 INTELSAT communications
This situation is dictated partly by satellites of the INTELSAT IV and IVA
the nature  of the consortiums and pa r t ly  series including solar arrays , s t ruc tures ,
by the funding pol ic ies  of the UK govern- posi t ion ing and o r i en ta t ion  systems ,
ment .  This  a r t i c l e  wi l l  focus on some and ground eq ui pment.  They pe rformed
of the past and p resent programs of the integration and test on two of the
the BAC division and hi ghli ght two rather satellites. They were involved in simi-
innovative projects. lar areas under contract to Hughes in

The Bri tish Aircraft Corporation the COMSTAR series of communications
has been involved in space systems since satellites—a Comsat General program—as
the late 1950s when the Skylark sounding the only fore ign supp lier.
rocket was designed and built as the Many other desi gn and study programs
UK ’ s contribution to the International are curren t ly under way a t BAC , pr imar il y
Geophys ical Year. This program continues in the areas mentioned in the first para-
to be a bread-and-butter program for graph of this article. Two rather nove l
SAC in which a complete service is pro- projects are the Counterspun Nutation
vided to customers from payload design Damper , desi gned and patented by BAC ,
through launch-to-data analysis. Sig- and the Small Payload Support Kit SPSK—
n if ican t imp rovements have been mad e also desi gned by BAC . A contract has
over the years by the introduction of been received from ESA to study the suit-
new rocket motors that enable BAC tO ability of the nutation damper for future
offer a capab ility across the entire ESA spacecraft. This device will pro-
spec trum of sounding rocket research. vide the “fine tune” stabilization for
The most recent version , Skylark  12 , a sp inning prolate spacecraft in place
will lift a 140-kg payload to 800 km. of conventional active control systems ,
Some 365 Skyl ark s have been launched despun platforms or passive dampers—that
to date from ranges around the world, is , it will remove the small nodding per-

The second maj or na tional program iodic motion (nu ta tion) exper ienced by
in wh ich BAC has been and con tinues to a spin-stabilized spacecraft . The device
be involved is the UK or Ariel series consis ts basically of a drive motor spin-
of scientific satellites. Of this series ning about an axis which is parallel to
of six satellites , BAC has had various the spacecraf t axis but with the spin
respons ibi l iti es ranging from experimen- in the opposite direction , and w ith a
tal packa ge con trac tor throug h sub - compl iantly-mounted flywheel on the mo tor
con tractor to prime contractor. The shaft. Energy dissipation is associat-
mission of these satellites has included ed with flexing of the compliant mounting .
x-ray astronomy , radio as tronomy , jono- (See d iagram on the following page).
spheric  measuremen ts of elec tron and In the current BAC mode l of the device ,
ion temperature , densi ty and composi ti on , the compliant mounting consists of a vis-
and measurements of micrometeorite fluxes. cously lubricated ball-joint between the

BAC is continuing to participate flywheel and the motor shaft . Other
in int erna ti onal programs throug h the methods of compliant mounting are under
European Space Agency (ESA), INTELSAT study. The model is of sufficient size
(Interna tional Telecommunications Satel- to damp the nutation of a spacecraft
li te Consortium) , and Comsat General 44 cm in diameter and about 1.0-rn long ,
Corporation. Current contracts with w e i g h i n g  abou t 100 kg. Development of
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DAMPER ESSENTI ALS

a device to stabilize a spacecraft preferred axis. Thus it can be fitted
with a moment of inertia of several hun- to a variable-geometry satellite and
dred kg in 2 is proceedin~. still operate continuously .

BAC envisages the amper being used The Small Payload Support Kit has
for several applications including: been designed to assist experimenters
Stabil ization of spinning sounding rock- utilizing the low cost, small , self-
ets during coast; stabilization of spin- contained payloads offered by NASA on
ning geostatiomary satellites during the Space Shuttle. The NASA packages are
transfer orbit when they are destined defined to weigh under 200 bbs , (mass
to be 3-axis stabilized; stabilization of 91 4) have a volume less than 5 ft

3
of spinning upper stages launched from (0.14 m ), and require no Shuttle ser-
the space shuttle during delay before vices such as power and data storage.
firing ; stabilization of spinning They will be carried for a nominal cost
launcher stages during prolonged coast; and permit scientists operating on small
and stabilization of spinning variable- budgets to carry out experiments in space
geometry satellites during transition utilizing the unique environment of
from prolate to oblate or vice-versa, weightlessness , hard vacuum , a synoptic
Al though the damper was designed to sta- view of the earth and its atmosphere ,
bil ize a prolate spacecraft , it can also and of direct exposure to solar, stellar ,
be designed to stabilize an oblate one and cosmic phenomena. BAC has reserved
or make a spherical one spin about a space for prospective users on the
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earliest available Shuttle flight. The The continuing problem with the
SPSK is a container which can be mounted overall British space program is that
in various places on the Shuttle. In there is no central comtrol agency and
addi tion to the conta iner , optional support comes from three primary sources:
components include a high energy power Science Research Council , Department of
pack , high capaci ty tape recorde r , a Indu stry, and Ministry of Defence. This
thermal control system , and a sealed si tua t ion con tinues to frus tra te the
box for equipment not suited to hard vac- space-oriented companies. The establish-
uum . The maim container has a mass of ment of a national authority would be
13 kg, an internal capacity of 0.12 m 3, a most welcome event to these organiza-
is unpressurized , and will maintain a tions. (Robert W. Rostron)
temperature between 0°C and 50°C by a
heater/radiator combination. The power
pack has a mass of 11 kg, a volume of
0.0058 m 3 , a capacity of l000-W hr and
wil l  opera te from lithium cells at an
output of 28 V. The tape recorder has
a mass of 3 kg, a volume of 0.0044 in ’,
and a capaci ty of 144 megabi ts , and will
require 2 to 4 W of power. The sealed ENERGY
box will vary in size from a volume of
0.014 m 3 and mass of 6 kg up to approxi-
ma tely the maximum size stipula ted by
NASA cited above. It will be hermeti-
cally sealed at 1 atm. MAKING DECISIONS ON NUCLEAR ENERGY—

The kit is designed so the user BRITISH WAYS
can ins tall his  own experimen t in his
own laboratory with BAC providing tech- Over a period of a year Great Brit-
nical suppor t, if required , to ensure am will have possibly made three impor-
acceptance by NASA as to safety and in- tant decisions with regard to nuclear
terface verification. The kit components energy. The first is past. A decision
themselves will be NASA approved so that has been taken to proceed with produc-
for experiments involving nonhazardous tion of two more advanced gas reactor
componen ts , NASA acceptance is expected (AGR) power stations for the late l980s
to involve little more than inspection rather than switch to another type.
of the comp le ted pay load. A second decision is nearly complete.

The facilities for integration and This article is being written just as
test of scien ti fic payloads , spacecraft the House of Commons , on its first test ,
sub-systems and entire spacecraft are has voted overwhelmingly to support the
extensive at the Bristol facility. Many establishment of a thermal oxide reproc-
of these are remnants of the INTELSAT essing plant (THORP) at Windscale. The
IV program , particularly the spacecraft third decision lies ahead ; its substance
assembly building which was cons tru~.ced is whether the Bri tish should proceed
in 41 weeks and is the largest of its with the development of a commercial
type in Europe. The assembly area is fast breeder reactor or not.
adapted to standard clean-room conditions We feel that it is appropriate to
and contains a vibrator , dynamic balance ieview in this note not only the sub-
equipmen t , and an rf-screened room, stance of the decisions that have been
An environmental test laboratory , contain- made but also the paths that have been
ing a comprehensive range of equipment followed in reaching them.
for providing simulated climatic condi- Energy supply in Great Britain is
tions and vibration environments , is .urremtly less critical than for many
available for testing components or corn- other countries. The oil crisis of 1973
pleted systems. A large anechoic chamber and the subsequent sharp increase in
is well  equipped for antenna pattern the cost of oil and of energy generally
analysis. Unfortunately many of these has left its mark on the UK consumer.
facilities are idle because of the re- One result has been that the demand for
alignment of projects between BAC and electrical energy has fallen and can
HSD and a lack of contracts. Some of now be readily met by existing gemerat-
them are being revamped to support work ing facilities.
in the power system and orbit control
areas for which BAC does have contracts.
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North Sea gas deposits are being been construction problems and the neces-
heavil y exp loited rep lacing coal gas sity for some rede sign. They are also
for domestic and industrial uses and said to be more expensive than the PWR
powering some generating stations, North that is an American design and is the
Sea oil is beginning to appear reducing predominant nuclear power plant through-
the British need for imported oil which out the world.
~iad earlier in the 1960s , as in much The preamble to this decision has
of Wes tern Europe , substantially replaced in many ways been reminiscent of a Wag-
coal as the primary fuel. Large coal nerian opera , if no t the complete Ring.
depos its exist and represent a substan- It har involved a complex range of tech-
tial reserve for the future , the demand nica l , indus tr ial , political , economic ,
on which has decreased substantiall y resource , environmental impact , and safe-
in recent years despite an active mining ty considerations , not necessarily in
industry. There is also a well-estab- that order of prior i ty, and all perhaps
l ished nuclear energy industry . For tempered a little by considerations of
a number of years 10% of the UK’s elec- national presti ge , but all significant
trical energy has come from nuclear sta- to the making of such an important na-
tion s, very large ly from its first corn- tional decision . Factors have included
mercial program of 9 Magnox reactor sta- the nuclear industry ’s need for  orders
tions [some experimental and prototype to sustain itself and to build a base
reac tors al so supply power to the grid , for  oversea s sales in a h ighly competi-
a steam generating heavy water reactor tive market. The Central Electricity
(SGHWR ) , an AGR , and a prototype fast Generating Board has wanted experience
reactor]. This figure will grow to more with both kinds of reactor before de-
than 20% as 5 AGR stations ordered under ciding how future orders are to be placed.
a second progr am and now com ing into Some manufacturers have wanted to produce
opera tion ar e completed. It is in this the PWR for local and world markets.
complex and in many ways particularly It has been argued that starting from
favorable energy background that the scratch , the PWR would take several years
UK is mak ing it s nuclear  energy dec is ions longer than bu i lding an AGR , while there
and concurrent ly exploring other alterna- have been questions of safety. The de-
tive non-fossil fuel energy sources cision trail has been beset by frustrat-
such as solar energy and wave power. ing periods of indecision but , more Un-
(See ESM 31-10:396 , ESN 32-4:124 , and fortunately, by decision reversal and re-
E SN 32-4:128.) examination. Facets of this trail have

A t the end of January 1978, the been covered in earlier articles by con-
Secretary of State for Energy , Mr. tributors fascinated in part at least
Anthony Benn , announced a government as much by the UK’s search for a decision
decision to order two more AGR power process as by the technical and other
stations for the nation and to provide questions . (See E? SN 29-7:308 and E S N
financ ial support to develop the detailed 31-3:306.)
plans necessary to carry a pressurized The final decision arrived at within
wat er reactor (PWR) station through the the government and offering a degree of
p lanning and safety clearance stages compromise has followed wide consulta-
nece ssary before a f irm order for a PWR ti on , intensive lobbying, and ex tensive
s ta tion could be placed. and protracted airing of conflicting

Th is ended , temporari ly at leas t , views and interests. The Press and other
an intense battle between advocates of news media watching from the outside have
var ious reac tor sys tems , or of no reactor rendered opinions and reported the di-
system at all , each anxious to see his verse views. Individuals , national or-
view prevail concerning the selection ganizations , government agencies , and many
for the UK’s third commercial nuclear others have been deeply involved. Public
power stat ion program. Although an discussion has been organized and has
ear lier government decision of July 74 developed in unexpected fora. (See,
in regard to this third program favored for example , ESN 31-4:150.) Select Corn-
the SGHWR , pr inc ipal recen t candida tes m ittees on Science and Technology of
have been the AGR and the PWR . Only the House of Commons have inquired into
Br ita in bu ilds the AGR , the first of the subject and have reviewed , repor ted ,
,qhich has had little more than a year criticized , and recommended. Particular
)f operation with about 30% of its ex- details have been subjected to exhaustive

~ected output in that time. There have technical examination . But the decision
itself has been internal to the government.
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W ith th is dec ision now made , ear- Most of the major groups immediately
h e r  questions in some parts as to the concerned with the inquiry were repre-
safety of the PWR have been frozen , put sented by legal counsel. Witnesses not
on ice , or comm itted for resolution de- only testified but were subject to cross
pending on how individuals will choose exam ination by opposing counsel and di-
to interpret the additional technical rect examination by Justice Parker.
knowled ge that is unravelled pr ior to In add it ion Jus tice Parker ordered tha t
a f inal decis ion as to whe ther to go some tes ts be carried out during the
ahead , or otherwise , with a PWR. inquiry to bring in evidence on points

The second decision has concerned that were in dispute concerning the safe-
the request by Britisn Nuclear Fuels ty of the present Windscale plant. These
Limited (BNFL) for planning permission tests included analysis for tritium in
to create a “plan t for reproce ssing ir- seaweed , soi l, scal lops , and potatoes
radiated oxide nuclear fuels and support from the Isle of Man , airborne radioactive
si te services” at their Windscale Works contamination in a nearby village , and
in Cumbria. There already exists a plant whole body monitoring of fish eaters
at Windscale to process fuel elements for cesium.
from nuclear reactors of earlier design. Justice Parker presented his report
A new plant would separate p lu toni um of the inqu iry to the Secre tary of State
and uranium from spent AGR fuel elements, for Environment , Mr. Peter Shore, on
I n addi tion , the plant is planned to 26 January 1978; It has since been print-
be large enoug h so that half of its ca- ed as Volume 1 of “The Windscale Inquiry”
pacity could be used to process fuel and is available from Her Majesty ’s Sta-
elements from countries that have nuclear tionery Office at a cost of £3.75. Its
power plants but do not have reprocess ing 90 pages of very readable analysis in-
facilities. A large public outcry con- chide discussion of the nuclear weapons
cerning the po ssibl e implica tions of proliferation question , terror ism and
the creation of such a plant led the civil liberties , the need for reproces-
government to establish a Windscale In- sing of oxide fuel , f inanc ia l aspec ts,
quiry to study the mat ter. Mr. Justice risk of accidents and risk from routine
Parker , a Hi gh Cour t judge cha ired the plant discha rges , s ize  of p lant , publ ic
inqu iry;  he was adv ised by two experts hostility , and conventional planning is-
in the nuclear field , Sir Edward Pochin sues. It recommends that THORP be ap-
and Sir Frederick Warren. proved. Justice Parker argues that the

A normal loc al p lann ing inquiry long term storage of unprocessed fuel
would concern itself with elements of is more dangerous than processing it.
safety and the effect of the plant on On the proliferation issue he argues
th e local community. Justice Parker that a refusal to process foreign fuel
enlarged the scope of the inquiry at “. . .would put pressure on non-nuclear-
the outset. He proposed that three ques- weapon states which could lead them
tions should be asked: to produce their own plutonium long be-

“1, Should oxide fuel from United fore they could receive any from THORP.”
K ingdom reactors be reprocessed in this It is , of course , in this judgemen t that
coun try a t a l l , whether at Windscale the report differs most sign ificantl y
or elsewhere? from the stand taken by the US Government.

“2. If yes , should such reprocess ing One can ask what was accomplished
be carried on at Windscale? by the Windscale Inquiry and the large

“3. If yes , should the reprocessing funds spent on both sides to conduct
p lant be about double the estimated size it. Perhaps the ultimate gain was the
required to handle United King dom oxide process itself. Here was a broad public
fuels  and be used , as to the spare ca- forum to collect evidence , analyze argu-
pacity, for reprocess ing for eign fuels?” men ts , and arrive at judgemen ts on issues

The Windsca le Inquiry conducted in in which there are important long range
the nearby town of Whitehaven , opened conseque nces and curren t pass iona te
on 14 June 1977 and closed on the hun - disagreements. To quote Geoffrey Taylor
dred th day of hearings , 4 November 1977. of The Guardian , “. . .the demo .ratic proc-
I t was , in the meantime , some thing of ess , in Fr ance , Germany, Sweden , and the
a Na ti onal Town Mee ting between proponents United States is what ultimately coun ts ,
and opponen ts of an increased re l iance and it is probabl y to Britain ’s credit
on nuclear energy in the 21st century. that the process has been significantly
Just ice Parker heard 146 witnesses and improved by the pilot project at White-
accumulated some 29 feet of documents, haven.”
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The public inquiry, the inspector ’s tution of Electronic and Radio Engineers
carefully- reasoned public report, the (IERE ) 4-7 April at the University of
debate in the House of Commons , and a Surrey in Guildford.
Commons vote on the issue all contrast In the keynote address , Dr. C.G.
strong ly with the first ~ase where most Bradshaw (Superintendent , Radio Division ,
of the action was behind closed doors Royal Signals and Radar Es tabl ishmen t,
and a decision was simply announced by Malvern , Worcs.) pointed out that legis-
the government. We commend Justice lative and contractual EMC requirements
Parker ’s report to all those interested can be very helpful but are not in them-
in the subject and, indeed , to those selves sufficient to insure operation
in teres ted in the decision process in wi thout unaccep table degrada tion of
an area of very cor.siderable technical or by the electromagnetic environment.
complexity and major public concern. Frequency managen~ent—al1ocation by in-During the Windscale Inquiry , Jus- ternational conventions , allotment, and
tice Parker asked that the government assignment by national bodies—can merely
declare whe ther a publ ic inquiry would alleviate the problem s , he said; equip-
be he ld if there is an appl ication to men t mus t be desi gned to avoid EMC prob-
build Bri tain ’s first commercial-scale lens from the start rather than being
nuclear breeder reactor. He felt that fitted afterward with palliative devices.
some issues concern ing the fas t breeder The high poin t of the program was
reactor should be pursued at the Wind- the paper presented by Prof. Daniel N.
scale Inquiry if a separate public inquiry March (Montana State Univ., Boseman)
were not to be held, concerning the threa t posed to rural

The government finally gave assur- radio and TV reception by a new 500-ky
ance that it would do so. No date has power line. March and his team antici-
been set for s’,ch an inquiry at this pated the problem , got the power company
wri ting, but there is speculation in to support field surveys both before and
the press that it may occur within a after energizing the line, corrected dif-
year of the other nuclear decisions. ficulties caused by faulty house wiring
In any event, it will have been a busy and TV an tenna connec tions , and found
year of decis ion on the nuclear fron t the public hig hly pleased with the sur-
for Britain. (Clifford C. Klick ~ veys and with the results. (They were
Aubrey W. Pryce) not told who financed the work.) Brit-

ish EMC people were quite impressed wi th
American enterprise and with this suc-
cess story , thoug h new problems could
be anticipated when wet weather leads
to corona discharges from the line.

In another excellent paper F.

ENG,NEEP.NO Harlen (National Radiological Protection
- Board , Harwe ll , Didcot, Oxfordshire) dis-

cussed protection standards for biolog i-
cal effects of radio waves (cf. J.B.
Bateman , E SN 31-11:433, 32-3:85, and

UNINTENDED JAMMING C-l4-77) , pointing out that Soviet stan-
dards are far more stringent than those

While the subject of electromagnetic of the US, while the level of microwave
compatibility (EMC) includes a wide range radiation beamed at the US Embassy in
of problems , such as exp losions of corn- Moscow fell somewhere in between. He
bustible materials due to nearby or indicated that the widely accepted upper
powerful radio transmitters and biologi- limi t of 100 W/ n2 may have to be revised
cal damage induced by such radia tion~ , downward , possibly because of focusing
the majority of its applications are and h.ng-terrn effects occurring within
subsumed under the rubric unintended the human body, and it may have to vary
jamming , which can afflict not only com- with frequency. Since people may be
municatioms but also control systems. working in the near field at VHF, sepa-
The importance of EMC is reflected in rate limits must be adopted for the
the adoption of a number of national electric and magnetic-fields.
and international standards in this field The number of applications of EMC
and in the holding of Britain ’s first is so large that only a small part of
EMC Conference , sponsored by the Insti- the total can be mentioned here. The
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electrically crowded environment aboard latter , very new and comfortable. The
a ship or aircraft gives rise to many University has 3500 students , and i ts
EMC problems , especially when new con- 2700 undergraduates are divided equally
struction materials such as glass- among science , eng ineer ing,  and other
reinforced plastics are used , which of- practical fields (hotel catering, tot r-
fer reduced electrical shielding. Even ism management, economics , languages ,
the use of glass fibers for informatiOn psychology, home economics , music , and
transmission does not entirely eliminate philosophy) , the BSc generally taking
EMC problems , as the light pulses are four years with the third devcted to
handled in electrical form at the ends gaining industrial or professional exper-
of the fibers, and these ends must be iénce outside the University on the
supplied with power by wires that can “thick sandwich” principle.
carry interference in and out along with While all of the papers at the EMC
the power. In one of the many anecdotal Conference were presented sequentially,
discussions , the fuel-injection control with a half hour for each , they had corn-
circui try of a police car was reported petition from three excursions during
to have caused the vehicle to slow down one afternoon , and tne participants could
every tine the radio transmitter was then visit the National Physical Labora-
energ ized , and in another a cardiac pace- tory in Teddington , Middlesex , the Royal
maker was said to have been stopped by Aircraft Establishment in Farmborough,
a 20-mW transmitter. Hampshire , or the Electrical Research

A large number of industrial proc- Association Ltd. (ERA) in Leatherhead ,
esses make use of electromagnetic radi- Surrey, to see some of the work repor ted
ation—from biscuit baking to the case at the Conference. I chose the last
hardening of metal and welding of plas- of these , which turned out to be an or-
tics. These uses, as discussed by R. ganization with about 250 employees that
Colley (Strayfield Ltd. , Reading ,  is heavily supported by government con-
Berks.), seem destined to grow on ac- tracts in the field of EMC. It also
coun t of their hi gh efficiency and abil- offers help to industry with thin- and
ity to control moisture content , thus thick-film technology, explosion hazards ,
presenting EMC problems that will require and comput ing, as well as EMC. One of
attention, their investi ga tions , carried out by

Some of the princi ples of EMC em- Gerald A. Jackson and Andrew Williams ,
phasized during the Conference were: dealt with the production of intermodu-
Fy ing all ground leads to a common point lation (TM) by nonlinear effects in a
in a star arrangement in order to avoid coaxial cable through wh ich two strong
interactions due to the resistance and signals are passing, i.e., the produc-
induc tance of the wires , keep ing bypass tion of other signals whose frequencies
capaci tor leads similar ly short , and are the sums m 1f, + rn2f2 and di f ferences
making circuit bandwidths no larger than m 1f1 - m afa of multiples of the frequem-
necessary. it was noted that , on an cies f1 and f ,  of the o r ig ina l  si gnals.
airp lan e, cabling should avo id the edges It was found that odd-order IM products
of windows , where the EMC field caused (with n~ + in2 odd) are stronger than
by an outside source is maximum , those of even order (nit + m , an even

During their month-long Easter vaca- number) and that they strengthen with
tion British university students are increasing f1 and f,—probab ly because
asked to empty their  dormitory rooms of the skin e f fec t , whi ch conf ines  cur-
(apart from one locked compartment) so rent to a thin layer near the surface ,
that they can be —ented to visitors , the thickness of which decreases wi th
and in this way very convenient , pleasant rising frequency, thus reducing the ef-
facilities were made available to the fective area of contact of the connectors.
participants in this Conference and in However, it was not determined what non-
a dozen others taking place during the linearity at such junctions is respon-
same week at Surrey University. This sible for generating the IM products
institution received its Royal Charter nor even whether their source lies mainly
as a technolog ical university in 1966 , in the end connections or in the cables
bu t it ori ginated in London in 1894 as themselves.
the Ba ttersea Polytechnic Institute. Another ERA study reported by Jack-
I t comp leted its move to Guildford in son and by N.A . Ferrett  (Civil Avia t ion
1970. Thus , the bui ldings , which occupy Authority) involved interference wi th
the northern slope of Stag Hill below the radio compass (automatic direct ion
the Gui ldford  Cathedral , are , l ike the finding) by a pocket calculator aboard
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an aircraft. This problem will arise to inference , wi th a phototransistor
par ticular ly in small  planes where dis- looking at the picture-tube screen.
tances are short and there is very li t- It was announced that the second
the shieiiing. The calculator may be IERE Conference on EMC is likel y to be
a special ized one for aircraft operation held in March 1980. The 316-page Pro-
or , on a larger plane , a simp le one for ceedinga (no. 39) of the present (first)
international currency conversion when Conference were distributed in advance
duty-free goods are being sold. The to all reg istran ts and are avai lable to
effect is easily observed if any pocket others from the TERE , 99 Gower St.,
calculator is brough t close to any AM London WC 1E 6AZ , at a cost of £16 plus
rad io. The interference falls off at approximately £1.50 for overseas packing
frequencie s above the AM broadcas t band , and postage. it is interesting that ,
but it can adversely affect the frequen - while these Proceedings include many ref-
cies f rom 190 to 1800 kHz used for radio erences to the 1977 Second ENC Conference
direction finding, in Montreux , Switzerland LG.1I. Hagn ,

Again the exact source of the prob- ESN 31-8:312], and to o ther pub l ica t ions ,
h em wa s no t de term ined , bu t it appear ed there wa s no t a s ing le citation of the
to vary directl y with the current con- IEEE Traneactiona on EMC , altho ugh that
sumed by the disp lay ,  and a calculator journal has been published for twenty
w ith a liquid-crystal display caused years and is we l l known in the UK amo ng
neg li gible in terference , whi le one with EMC people. Perhaps the exp lana t ion l ies
a green display produced the greatest in the much more experimental , less ana-
noise. A member of the audience (Peter lytical approach gener a l l y taken in Bri t-
S. Excell , a doctoral candidate at the am , and , indeed , onl y S out of the 275
University of Bradford , West Yorkshire , participants and 2 out of the 36 paper s
who had himself given an excellent talk came from universities . The Conference
on the performance of long dipo les as offered a number of very good pap ers in
unintended receiving anntennas which addition to these two and served to un-
mi ght yield sparks igniting combustible derline the importance of minimizing
substances) suggested that this may be electromagnetic interference in a wide
due to the 150-volt inverter powering variety of applications as well as sug-
the fluore scent gaseous-discharge dis- gesting means for its measurement and
play. alleviation. (Nelson N. Blachman)

This was a thoroughly British con-
fe rence , only about a dozen of the 275
par ticipants and less than a tenth of
the 36 papers having come from abroad.
A permutation of EMC yields ECM for elec-
tron ic countermeasures , a form of elec- IVIATERIAL
tron ic warfare (EW) that exploits the SCIENCES
weaknesses of electronic equipment.
Thus , the field is of great interest
to the M ini st ry of Defence and , indeed ,
half of the paper s came from UK govern-
ment agencies with many of the rest sup- COPPER ALLOYS IN THE I’IARINE ENVIRONMENT
ported by government contracts , bu t there
were only one or two passing references A two-day conference entitled , “Cop-
to EW , recommending spectrum spreading per Alloys in the Marine Environment” was
for communication in a hostile environ- held from 8-9 February at the Institute
men t. Among the government agencies of Marine Eng ineers in London. Of the
was the Home Of f i ce , which is somewhat 100 or so attendees (about 15 from out-
like the US Department of Justice but side the UK), there was quite a good mix
has among its responsibilities the hi- between materials peop le , ship desi gners
censing of t ransmi tt ers and assi gnmen t and fab r icators , licensing, insurance ,
of frequencies to avoid overlapping spec- and government experts , and representa-
t ral and spatial coverage. Both the tives from specialty organizations such
Radio Regulatory Department and the Radio as the Copper Development Association ,
I n te r fe rence  Branch of its Directorate the Welding Institute , International Nick-
of Radio Technology supplied speakers el Company , and the National Corrosion
for the Conference. In particular , Service. These last-named interest
Robert J. Harry discussed the objective groups often provided a narrow , but use-
assessment of TV receiver susceptibility fully focused view of marine-related
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problems . Such a combination of exper- transfer and flow rate. (9) Galvanic
tise is often sought for its hoped-for compatibility with adjoining tube-plate
synerg is t ic benef i t s , but these are and water-box materials .
usually not realized because of seem- Weldon traced alloy development
ing ly insurmountable technical language from the early use of copper and brass
and vested interest barriers. However, (70% copper-30% zinc), bo th of which
in this particular case it seemed to are readily attacked by sea water , to
work qui te wel l , possibly because so aluminum brass (66% copper , 22 % zinc ,
many common problems existed that cut 2% aluminum) now widely used al though
across traditional specialty areas, still susceptible to stress corrosion

Some 12 papers were presen ted , cracking from the ammoniated condensate ,
wi th amp le time allowed for specific to the highly corrosion resistant but
and general discuss ion. Access to the expensive copper-nickel alloys, rang ing
preprints prior to the talks was as up to 16% nickel .  Final material selec-
usual very helpfu l notwithstanding any tion is based on the often used concept
personal guilt feelings associated of a trade-off between cost and perform-
wi th not having read all the papers ance , wei ghted to the anticipated ser-
beforehand , vice life and criticality of the appli-

There were two major thrust areas cation . He suggested that on balance
considered in depth: One was the ex- 90/10 cupro-nickel provides the best corn-
panding use of copper alloys for the promise as to cost , resistance to corro-
well-developed applica tion of condenser sion , and importantly to bio-foulimg.
and heat exchanger tubing, and the other The last property results from the high
was an increas ing emphasis  (to be sure , copper content of the alloy,
put forward mainly by copper and nickel Dr. M.B. Levens (Shell International
metal producers) on the possible large Mar ine Ltd.) further discussed corrosion
scale applica tions of copper-based al- problems associated with heat exchangers
loys for pro tec ti on aga ins t corros ion and condensers , for both the salt water
and biolog ical foul ing  of ship hul ls , and steam sides of the system. With the
rudders , and other relatively large former , problems of erosion , corrosion ,
sea-water systems. There were also and biofouling are encountered. While
papers dealing with the use of copper material substitution can be effective ,
alloys for offshore oil and gas wells , e.g., replacing aluminum brass with cu-
but these will not be discussed in this pro-nickel , other approaches have also
br ief summary. Those interested in these been used. For example , iron rust de-
areas and in more detailed expositions posited -on the interior walls of the
on shipboard applica tions are directed tubes can be used as a cathodic inhibi-
to the Conference proceedings available tor. This can reduce the localized cor’
from the Institute of Marine Eng ineers , rosion prec ipi tated by erosive damage
p robably l a te  in 1978. caused by hi gh velocity, hi ghly turbu-

The use of copper alloys in heat lent , sea-water flow. The iron can be
exchanger and condenser tubing has been provided either by direc t injection of
common practice for probably a hundred ferrous sulphate into the salt water ,
years.  B .A. Weldo n (Inco Europe Ltd., or by elec troly tic plating using an jut-
UK) traced the development of different pressed curren t, and either an iron-
al loys for the fo l lowing  desi red proper- containing organic binder or a soft iron
t ies: (1) Resis tance to imp ingement anode as the source of the metal. Along
attack and erosion in flowing seawater, with the use of ferric hydroxide as a
(2)  Resis tance to pitting in stagnant corrosion inhibitor , ny lon inserts at
seawater. (3) Resistance to product tube inlets , where erosive damage can
corros ion , e.g., from ammonia ted conden- be most severe, are also used.
sate. (4) Resistance to stress corro- Fouling by marine growth is a paral-
sion in seawater and ammoniated conden- id problem in that it not only restricts
sate. (5) Ease of production as tube, flow but leads to the establishment of
(6) Reasonable strength and ductility, local corrosion cells and subsequent
(7) Good thermal conductivity. (8) pitting even in the relatively immune
Resistance to marine biofouling, the copper-nickel alloys. Careful alloy
build-up of marine organisms on metal selection as well as the use of electro-
surfaces in contact with flowing seawater , chlorination to “poison” the biolog ical
with a concomitant reduction in heat organisms are prescribed remedial pro-
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cedures. For the latter , during slow sion and foul ing of ship hulls resul ts
steaming of a ship injection must often not only from costs owing to drydocking,
be dome on a daily basis , an expensive cleaning and repainting of the hull ,
and— notw~th~ tamding assurances to the bu t also from increased f r ic t ional drag
contrary—an ecologically unsound pro- caused by surface roughening and bio-
cedure. fouling. This aspect becomes more mm -

For the steam side of the main con- portant as fuel costs continue to esca-
denser system , Levens discussed the three late. He suggested that up to 50% of
major problems that can be encountered: tine lost at sea could be directly at-
a) Ammonia corrosion resulting in either tributed to increased surface roughness.
stress-corrosion cracking or condensate To illustrate the losses attendant to
corrosion , b) fretting, and c) eros ion this problem he es t imated total annua l
by inlet steam, fuel costs for a large container ship of

Considering these problems in re- $6 million compared to $60,000 for a four-
verse order, erosion is a quite common day drydock. Thus even modest fuel say-
phenomena accounting, by Leven ’s esti- ings far outweig h the cost of drydock.
ma te , for up to 20 or 30 tube failures Traditionally control of roughening
per ship over 10 years. Material upgrad- problems has been by the use of corro-
ing or the use of baffle plates to pre - sion resistant and anti-fouling paints.
ven t direc t imp ingemen t is a commonl y The ir suppos ed inab i l i ty (dispu ted by
used remedial solution . Fretting is some attendees) to provide reliable long-
an infrequen t bu t troublesome probl em ter m pro tec tion has , he claimed , led to
as it leads to leakage and a diminution a reassessment of the use of copper-
of water quality. Since the problem based alloys for sheathing the wetted
is exacerba ted by vibra tion , mechanical surfaces on sh ips ’ hulls , in par ticu lar
stiffening to reduce freedom of movement the use of 90/10 cupro-nickel which comi-
of pip ing is often prescribed. Stress- bines adequate mechanical strength , fab-
corrosion cracking, precipitated by the ricability , anti-foul ing properties ,
presence of ammon ia , is now relatively and corrosion resistance to both flowing
eas ily controlled by prior heat treatment and stagnant sea water.
of a lum inum brass tubes to remove the Wh ile a tt rac t ive in its proper t ies ,
re sidua l stresses tha t are a necessary any dec is ion to sh ea th the hu l l  (the use
componen t of the cracking process. On of a solid cupro-nickel hull is complete-
the other hand condensate corrosion , ly un feas ible , bo th economical ly and
in which the protective Cu,O su rface techn ical ly) must be based on compara-
film is converted by ammonia and oxygen tive costs between this procedure and
to the non-protective CuO , is the most regular maintenance of the traditional
serious of the above problems , particu- hull material , steel. Such analyses
lar ly  in modern hig h-pressure steam ships. were carried out both by (‘dover and by
Remedial solutions include reducing the I.C. Brookes and N. Whittier of the BNF
ammonia content by controlling the hydra- Metals Technology Centre , UK. Both anal-
z ine addi tion s to the boi ler , the use yses used as their  base formula the co sts
of a fi lm forming amine compound to of the cladd ing material plus fabrica-
pro tectively coat the outside of the bihity, m inus operational benefits and
tubes , and of course material substitu- recovery value of the cladding at the
tion , aga in  us ing  the more resis tan t, end of the serv i ce l i f e  of the shi p.
bu t more expensive cupro-nicke l alloys. Both agreed that the additional cost

A ser ies of papers then considered is dominated by the copper-based material
the feasibility of extensive use of cop- itself , be ing of the order of 200 f/rn2 .
per alloys to protect structural parts Cladding i tself  is usua l ly done by hot
of the ship, particularl y the hu l l , from roll or exp losive bonding. Wh i le these
corrosion , eros ion , and bio-fouh ing. technolog ies are reasonabl y well estab-
The alloys used or proposed are invari- lished , the cos ts and poss ib le  prob lems
abl y rich in nickel , to the point where associated with large scale production
several attendees suggested that a more have yet to be accurately established ,
appropria te title to the Conference would they were estimated to be about 3S f/rn2 .
have been cupro-n ickel alloys in marine Taking in to account the savings in the
environments; this suggestion did not cost of the steel , the f ina l  cos t for
make Inco represen tatives unduly unhappy. using cupro-nickel cladding ranged from

T.J. Clover (Inco Europe Ltd., UK) 212 to 290 f/rn2 (the differences coming
po in ted ou t tha t the b il l ions of pounds from the two group s con si der ing d i f f e r e n t
Sterling reputed to be lost from corro - material thicknesses and alloy contents).
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How does this compare with potential DOING MORE WITH LESS WITH SURFACE
recovery savings from lower ma intenance COATINGS
and fuel cos ts? These are , of course ,
much harder to estimate since they are Where ’s the ac tion? General ly
so strong ly dependen t on shi p performance speaking, it’ s at the surface. At least
etc. Clover cited one study of large that is the case when we speak of mate-
vessels , considering a 20-year lifetime , r ials and such phe nomena as f r i c t ion ,
in which the maximum permissible extra wear , corrosion , ca ta lys is , lubrica t ion ,
cost for cladding f,r general-purpose and adhesion. In the continuing strugg le
vessels and oil tankers was about to improve such properties of surfaces
140 f/rn2 , while for high-speed , high- while using a minimum of costly material
cos t l iquefied na tura l gas and chemical and still have structural strength and
tankers and con ta iner shi ps in which toughness , surface coa t ings are the an-
sustained high-speed operation is needed , swer. It is the drive for more effective
this cost increased to 300-500 f/ u t2 . surfaces us ing les s of the cos t ly coa t ing
Brookes and Whi ttier suggested similar materials that has brought forth recent
al thoug h somewhat lower allowable in- rap id advances in surface coating tech-
creases. nology.

These compara t ive f igures make it “Advances In Surface Co~it ing Tech-clear tha t, in terms of cost-benefit , no logy” was the title of an [nternational
the use of cladding can only be justi- Conference held in London on 13-15 Febru-
fled and then usuall y onl y marg inal ly  ary and sponsored by The Welding Insti-
for sophisticated vessels such as con - tute. Al though billed as an internation-
tam er ships. In discussion , it was al conference, 2 0 of the 30 papers pre-
pointed out that even this application sented were from the UK , whil e the US
may be unrealizable. Principal buyers presented 3, and 7 were by representa-
of new con ta iner sh ips are now p lanning tives from continental Europe . Two-third~on a 5-10 year service life . Whil e the of the 170 peop le in the aud ience were
sh ip may in total be used well in excess also British. The a im of the Conference
of 20 years , it is implausible to believe was to survey the state-of-the-art (often
tha t the primary buyer would pay the the “black art” famil iar to all metallur-
addi tional cladding cost when the short gists) of the various techniques for ap-
service life promises relatively main- ply ing coatings. Naturally there were
tenance-free performance with conven- liberal references to the various elec-
tional hull material. tronic analytic tools (and their acro-

In teres ting ly,  small sh ips such nyms) used by surfac e sc ien tis ts , but
as fishing vessels or patrol boats may the emphasis was on methods of app ly ing
provide a more viable market. Clover coatings. Those interested in under-
cited the case of a hull-cladded shrimp standing what is happening at an atomic
boat working alongside traditional yes- level at the interface of applied coat-
sels off the Nicaraguan coast. Return- ings had little offered to them . (Read-
on-investment calculations have shown ers interested in this subject are re-
that the capital cost of the cupro-nickel ferred to ESN 31-6:241 , “ISSC 3—The
hull is recoverable in about seven years , Status of Surface Science” which provides
quite a short time-period in the life a short review of the Third International
of this type of vessel. Surface Science Conference held in March

In summary , copper a l loys , espec i- 1977.)
all y cupro-nickel , have well-es tablished The Conference was organized into
mari t ime uses , par t icular ly  for in-board six sessions: Thermal spraying, chemical
condenser and heat-exchanger systems. vapor deposition and sputtering, nonde-
Expanded use to large tonnage apphica- structive testing and quality control ,
tions such as ship hulls is, at the cur- ion implantation and ion plating, other
rent state of technology , more a hope coa ti ng me thods , and surface treatments.
than a reality. Vested interests like The following remarks about a few of the
INCRA (International Copper Research more signif ican t papers should prov ide
Assoc.) and INCO (International Nickel the reader sufficient insight to the con -
Co.) persuasivel y argue the meri ts  of tent of the Conference to allow him to
such applica t ions , but to date they ap- decide whether to write to The Welding
pear to be depending mainl y on their Institute , Abing ton Hal l , Ab ington , Cam-
prophecy becoming self-fulfilling, rath- brid ge , Eng land , for a copy of the pro-
er than on responding to an obvious need. ceedings.
(I.M. Bernstein)
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Afte r a most useful keynote address also a paper by H. E. Flinterman (Labora-
by J. C. Anderson (Imperial College toire Suisse de Recherches Horlogeres ,
of Science and Technology , London) in Switzerland) entitled “Chemical Vapor
which he used a video tape to portray Coating of Surface Bearings.” Hinterman ’s
examp les of many of the various coa ting paper perhaps was the more s ignif icant
techni ques curren tly being app l ied , R. in that it described a TiC coating that
T. Smyth (Metco, USA) got the industri- gives a harder surface than CrC. Both
alists in the audience thirsting for CVD processes are influenced by sensi-
more information with the first paper tivity to the same parameters: Temper-
in the thermal spraying session. His ature , pressure , gas composition (which
top ic was “Thermal Spraying—A New Ap- tends to vary during the reaction), f low
proach to Thick Fi lm Circui t Manufac ture .” pa ttern , load dens ity, and geometrical
In the manufacture of hybrid electronic arrangement of the load in the reactor.
circui ts , the curren t cos t of standard Fur thermore , clean oxide-free substrate
96% pure a lumina subs tra tes accoun ts surfaces are required ( this  was men t ioned
for half the expense of producing the as a requ iremen t for success wi th mos t
circuit. He described the success his coating processes) to obtain a strongly
firm has had in plasma spraying alumina adherent coating. The successful opera-
powders to form a coating on a metal tion of TiC-coated ball bearings in ul-
substrate. The alumina coating then trahigh vacu um at very high speeds wi th-
provides the substrate for the applica- out a lubricant was mentioned as a sign i-
tion of the thick film ink. In addition ficant application . Hinterman also re-
to reduc ing the need for cos tly hi gh- ported that lubricants do not degrade
puri ty alum ina , the metal base provides when used with TiC-coated bearings thus
a more rugged struc ture , a better heat indicating that essentially no wear pro -
sink , and a poss ib le ground pl ate . The ducts are generated from the bearing
development effort has concentrated on surfaces to react with the oil or grease
finding an ideal base material that is and initiate decomposition of the lubri-
chem icall y stable over a wide tempera- cant.
ture r ange , and on obtaining an alumina There is substantial need for a
coating with a smooth finish , high d i- nondestructive testing method to deter-
electric strength , g3od thermal stability, mine imperfections in the bonding of
high reliability , and good bond ing. coatings , espec ial ly therma lly sprayed
Smyth claimed that they have overcome but nonfused coatings. The audience
feeding difficulties for fine alumina showed avid interest in a paper on the
powder and are now producing p ilot-scale use of ultrasonics for such testing by
batches of reliable substrates on JCovar ”~ W. Francke (Metaahinstituut TNO, Ape l-
as the base me tal at about one-fourth doom , The Netherlands). Francke ’s re-
the current cost for totally alumina search evaluated interface echo , back-
substrates, wall echo , and transmission ultrasonic

During the discussion period fol- techniques. To test the three methods ,
low ing the thermal spraying sess ion , he prepared var ious  layers wi th d i f feren t
A. R. Moss (Royal Armament Research and bond strengths by oxidizing grit-blasted
Development Establishment , For t Ha lstead , substrates at 900°C for differing times
Ken t , UK) gave a brief  descr ip tion of pr ior to spray ing. He then evaluated
their unique hyperbaric chamber for deep- bond strength ultrasonicall y by all
water simulation of arc plasma investi- three methods using water as the acous-
gations to a simulated depth of 400 u t .  tic coup l ing  between the transducers
The chamber incorpora tes all  the arc and work piece. The actual bond strength
p lasma equi pment and iistrumentation was then obtained by applying g lued
needed for study of developmen t problems blocks to bo th the subs tra te and the
involv ing safe use of high-power elec- coating and testing tensile strength at
tricity In arc-based processes for weld- the bond interface. Based on his re-
ing ,  cu tt ing ,  and p lating . With the search to date , Francke concluded tha t
increasing explo itation of ocean re- backwall echo and interface echo tech-
sources , this facility could prove a niques are unreliable and have little
valuable tool, likelihood of success , but the transmis-

A. J. Perry (Berna AG , Ol ten , s ion method using dual transducer s wi th
Swi tzerland) presented his own paper S-MHz crystals yields positive results.
on chromium carb ide coating on steel He noted that calibration diagrams must
by chemica l vapor deposition (CVD) and be made for each new combination of
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coa ting and subs tra te , but he is hopeful of his statistical approach for deter-
that such diagrams made using flat mining the relationship of laser-incident
plates will be useful irrespective of power (P), traverse speed (V), and m ci-
the shape of the work piece to be tested, dent beam diameter (Dk), wi th dep th of

Ion imp lantation has become a widely hardening. Al though there are some other
adopted method for fabricating semicon- variables such as surface reflectivity
ductors but it can also be considered and substrate thermal proper ties when
as an alternative to applying a coating working with a given steel , the dep th
for the protection of a component’s - of hardening appears linearly rela ted
surface , par ticularly when it is impor- to P/~1~~V. Courtney listed the four
tan t to avoid the po ten tial weaknesses princ ipal advantages of laser heat treat-
of an interface. C. Dearnaley (Atomic ment of steel components as cleanliness
Energy Research Establishment (AERE), (the method introduces no impurities) ,
Harwell , UK] described the appl ica tion low thermal load on the componen t, the
of ion imp lan tation to me tallic surfaces trea ted area can be prec isel y the ar ea
to create surfaces resistant to wear needing treatment , and no special atno-
or corrosion, By vary ing the kinetic sphere is required. He suggested that
energy of the ions (range 10-500 keY), for many componen ts , these advantages
the depth and concentration of the in- are worth the cost.
jected ionized atoms can be controlled. There were a few papers that re-
To minimize scattering and neutralization ported on surveys of the literature for
of the ion beam , a vacuum of ‘,lD-~ Torr some of the surface coating techniques.
is desirable. Because the practical J. A. Cross (Univ. of Southampton) pre-
max imum concentration of imp lanted atoms sented “Advances in electrostatic coat -
is limited by sputtering (the kinetic irig techniques” w ith spec ial emp has is
ejection of material under bombardment) on innovations that have improved ap-
to levels well below 50 at.% , it is not plication of powders. R. S. Sethi
surpr i s ing  that the imp lanted ions prov- (Plessey Company , UK) gave a most impres-
ing most useful in low concentrations sive survey of electrocoating from molten
have been those which have historically salts. His paper included 109 references.
been successful as alloyin g agents; e.g., His conc lus ion was tha t some progre ss
Cr in steel for corrosion resistance in understanding the mechanisms of elec-
and N in steel for wear resistance. trodepos it ion processes from mol ten sa lt s
Dearnaley stated that surface atomic has been made , but that many questions
vacancies , vac ancy clus ters , and other remain. Still requiring investigation ,
dislocations produced by the ion bombard- for instance , is the inf luence of smal l
ment appear to p la y an impor tan t role quan titi es of complex ion addi t ives on
in the resulting surface property. Sur- the rate of deposition. Judging from
faces of ion-bombarded metals resemble the reaction of the audience , the poten-
in many ways a cold-worked metal or a tial for applying th inner (thus less
surface wh ich has been harde ned by shot- costly) coatings without suffering such
peening—in this case , shot-peening on flaws as pinholes (po~osity) or pittingan atom ic sca1e~ For those sceptical of substrates offers s~~ ong incentivesabout the long-term wear resistance for growth in electroco~ ting from moltenof a necessarily very thin layer of ni- salts.
tride in a nitrogen ion-implanted steel , Without doubt , the economic force
Dearnaley sugges ts that inward mi gra tion dr iv ing  ef for ts to ob ta in be tter surface
of the imp lanted nitrogen evidently takes characteristics at less cost has resulted
place during wear thus maintaining the in considerable action in the surface
m itrided surface, At present , only pro to- coating field. (CAPT L. Roy Patterson)
typ e ion imp lantation facilities have
been built , but AERE hopes to maintain
a hi gh momentum in this field and effec-
tively to transfer the technology to
industry.

Overcoming the suggestion by some
of the audience that surface heat treat-
men t using a 2-kW CW CO, laser was just
“expensive flame hardening,” C. Courtney
(Imperial College of Science and Tech-
nology,  London) described the results
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MEHR LICHT MEHR LICHT!—SEMICONDUCTOR decay of the number of minority carriers ,
LUMINESCEN~E RESEARCH AT PHILIPS and therefore the luminescence , faster.

By careful experiments they have
Goe the ’s final words on his death been able to separate the effects and - -

bed—”Mehr lich t , mehr lxch t”—were a impor tance of various possible radiation-
Europe an rall ying cry during the nine- less recombination mechanisms. Diffu-
teenth century. In our own more blase sion of the minority carriers to the sur-
and ma terialistic world they could be face where radiationless recombination
rein terpreted as the motto of a group occurs has been shown to be ~.n importantof scientists at the Philips Research problem , especially for thin films.
Laboratories (Eindhoven , The Netherlands) By taking a single film and thinning
who have been working steadily to improve it down in steps , the effec t of surface
the luminescence efficiency of semicon- proximity can be separated from the other
ductor materials, parameters and analyzed quantitatively.

Such materials are finding ever Even with films that are five times as
increasing uses, Both semiconductor thick as the minority carrier diffusion
and laser diodes are light sources for length , the ef fec t of recombina tion
op ti cal commun ica ti ons by way of optical at the surface is important.
fibers—a technology that is fast ap- The presence of dislocations in the
proaching widespread use. Watches that thin epitaxial laye’r is also important .
f lash tim e a t the wearer in the dark Disloca t ion dis tr ibu tion in a f i lm can
also use these devices. There are even be determined by etching in special solu-
aesthe tic applications now: The pointer tions and then photographing the surface
on my FM tuner makes its position known at high optical magnification : The dis-
by beaming crimson li ght upon the opera- locations can then be identified by the
tor. etch pits that form at them. Using the

As with any other device , the pro- same film , another picture of the layer
ducer would like to get more for less, can be made by using a scanning electron
In this case the question is how much microscope to sweep a raster of electrons
light can be received from a given power across the film and recording the lumin-
input before fundamental limitations e-scence intensity as this is done . The
b lock further advances. In some devices resulting p icture shows the luminescence
the fundamen tal limitations are easy sensitivity of the layer. By comparing
to assess , bu t thi s is less clear ly pic tures of the disloca t ion d istribu tion
the case for semiconductor luminescence and the luminescence sensitivity, it can
where electron-hole recombination without be shown that the dark spots in lumines-
luminescence is the bate noire to be cence coincide with dislocations. How-
avoided, ever, the dark areas around the dislo-

On my visi t to the Philips LabOra- cation lines are quite large—about 0.5 inn
tory , Drs. A.T. Vink and C.J. Werkhoven in radius. Thus the view is that a dis-
discussed their work on some of the newer location line is surrounded by a cylindri-
semiconductor materials. The application cal space, and if a minori ty carrier is
of interest to them is the production found in that cylinder or diffuses to
of green and yel low l ight-emitting di- its surface , recombination with the ma-
odes using epitaxial layers of GaP or jority carrier occurs without lurnines-
similar gallium compounds in which up cence. The exact process of recoinbina-
to 20% of the phospho rus is replaced tion is unknown ; one speculation is
by arsenic. Their pr inci pal research that  poi nt defects may tend to congre-
effo rt has been on GaP prepared on GaP gate near dislocations and that recom-
subst rates.  Vink , Werkhoven , and thei r  binat ion occurs at these defects.  Meas-
collaborators have a strong program to urements of luminescence decay time as
study the parameters that affect effi- a function of dislocation density in-
ciemcy.  They have established that many films have allowed a quantitative
the mi n o r i t y  carrier  l i f e t i m e  is a di-  evaluation of the effect  of dislocat ions
rect measure of the inf luence  of radia-  on recombination. It is apparent that
tionless transitions and that this can dislocations are the major problem in
be evaluated  d i rec t ly  in the luminescence these f i lms  and that  an improvement in
decay t ime ove r some ranges of that  de- e f f ic iency  by a factor  of two mi ght be
cay. Idea l ly ,  th e decay would occur obtained if thei r  in f luence  could be
onl y by emiss ion of l i ght ;  addi t io nal el iminated.
recornb lnat lon mechanisms would make the
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I t  is possible  to prepare bulk PHYSICISTS TACKLE ORGANIC SOLIDS AT THE
GaP that does not show dislocation lines UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART
when observed with the etch-pit tech-
nique. It was hoped that the use of Solid state physics has tradition-
such materials as substrates in devices al ly  been concerned wi th me tals , semi-
would produce a major break through in conductors , and inorganic solid insula-
ef f ic iency .  Fi lms are formed on such tors .  Organic so l ids  have been la rge ly
substrates by covering the surface with ignored. This impression is buttressed
a thin layer of l iquid gallium and heat- by thumbing through the indices of some
ing it so that some of the GaP goes of the prominent introductory texts in
in to solu t ion. On cooling, the GaP the field of solid state physics ; one
deposits on the substrate once again , looks in vain for an en try labe ll ed “or-
I t was a disappo intmen t to f ind , how- ganic ” somewhere between “order-d isorder
ever , that films formed on dislocation- parameter” and “orthogonal-plane-wave-
free substrates show no improvement method.” Somehow , espec ial ly in the
in their luminescence properties when Un ited States , organic solids is a field
compared wi th  f i lms  formed on ordinary t ha t  most  p h y s i c i s t s  are con ten t  to leave
substrate material. On examination to the ir colleagues in the organic chem-
it became apparen t tha t al thoug h the istry department.
substrate material did not contain dis- The situation in Europe is less
location lines , it did contain closed one-sided . At the Conference on “Opti-
loops of dis locations. Redissolving ca l Techniques in Magnetic Resonance
the surface of the material broke some Spectroscopy” in Dublin , August 1977
of these loops so that dislocation lines (ESN 31-12:508), papers on studies in
now appeared at the new surface. These organics were given by representatives
lines propagated into the newly deposi ted from n ine d i ff eren t European labora tor ies
layer , and as a result the films had with the majority of these coming from
a normal dislocation density. West German universities.

To make really substantial improve- One of the oldest and largest
ment , it appears that substrates are groups doing solid state physics in or-
needed w ith a low concentration of both ganic solids is that headed by Professor
dislocation lines and loops. Such mate- H.C. Wolf at the University of Stuttgart
r ia ls have occas ion al ly bee n made , and in Germany. It was a stimulating exper-
with their use the decay time of lumi- ience to visit there and to learn how
nescence is increased substantiall y far studies have progressed in this
to about 700 nsec from the normal 400 field. Much of the program will be dis-
nsec. The problem now is to learn how cussed later in this report , but cons ider
to prepare these superior substrates briefly here what sort of things are
in a reproducible way . Once this is known . Electron and hole mobi lities
done , an increase of a fac tor of two have been measured. Trap depths of dop-
in the efficiency of li ght-emitting ants have been determined and can be
diodes can be expected. That is a sub - der ived quite well by comparison with
stantial improvement , of course , and properties of the free molecules. Donor-
we l l wor th work ing for. Still larger accepto r or charge-transfer complexes
e f f ic iencies wi ll probabl y require much are being studied Impurity concentra-
more fundamental changes in the materials tions as low as l0 12 can be detected
or configurations of the luminescent by photoconductivity. Singlet and trip-
dev ices. (Clifford C. Klick) let excitons have been studied , the ir

diffusion coefficients determined , lu-
m inescent properties measured , the cross
sections for capture by traps evaluated ,
and the detailed structure of the traps

I O(~RL R POPTB I 
obtained . Solid state lasers have been
made from suitably doped organic solids.
Ch lorophy l l has been stud ied in so lu ti ons ,

See the back of th is issue and some of this knowledge can be ex-
for the abstracts of tended to the analysis of similar mate-
curren t repor ts . rial in bacteria and algae. This seems

to me to be an impressive list of accom-
plishmen ts and suggests that the solid
state physics of organics is already
in a period of rapid growth.
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It is generally accepted that in and are able to measure the temperature
organic semiconducting molecular crys- dependence of the photocurrent quantum
tals , such as anthracene , conduction yield and of the electron and hole no-
occurs in a narrow valence and a narrow bilities . From these data much can
conduction band separated by a large be inferred about the mechanisms of
band-gap of several eV in energy. Crys- charge transfer and the eventual corn—
tals can be made pure enough so that plete separation of electrons and holes
conduction is not dominated by trapping in this class of materials.
processes , and in these cases the no- In addition to charge transport ,
bilities of charge carriers are found energy can be transferred by excitons
to be of the order of 1 cm2/Vsec. Nar- in organic solids as seen by f luorescence
row bands and small mobilities imply studies. Singlet excitons , related to
that the carriers are rather localized the singlet excited state of the organic
at the individual molecules of the lat- molecule , recombine quickly into the
tice which is a consequence of the ground state. Triplet excitons , however ,
fact that in pure Van der Waals crystals have a much larger lifetime which allows
the intermolecular interactions are for the use of electron spin resonance
weak. This , on the othe r hand , suggests (ESR) and electron nuclear double reso-
that the energy levels for electron nance (ENDOR) techn iques to gain very
and ho les caused by the in troduc tion speci f ic  informa tion on the na ture and
of organic impurities cam be derived orientation of the triplet states. H.
from properties of the organic molecule Dörner and D. Schmid have recently corn-
in the gaseous state or from the proper- pleted a careful ENDOR study of naphtha-
ties of a solid composed of the impur - lene (2 benzene rings) doped with 2-
ity alone . A convincing case is the fluoronaphthalene which has a fluorine
substitution of tetracene (four benzene atom substituted into the naphthalene
rings) in anthracene (three benzene molecule. Earlier studies at this in-
rings). The measured hole trap depth stitute using optical spectroscopy had
is 0.42 eV. This compares very well shown that “X traps” for the triplet
wi th the difference between anthracene excitons were introduced with impurities
and tetracene ionization energ ies in and that these traps were not the impur-
the gas ( 7. 4 2 - 6 . 9 1~~O.51  eV) and the ities themselves but host molecules per-
difference of the same quantities for turbed by the presence of the impurities.
pure crystals (5.75-5 ,30=0.45 eV). This lMSrner and Schmid were able to nail
suggests that relatively simp le concepts all of this down with the kind of abso-
are helpful  in th inking  abou t the orig ins lute finality that is typical of success-
of traps. ful ENDOR experiments. They could also

Recen tly,  in teres t has concen tra ted dec ide wh ich of two possible or ien tations
on a new class of highly conducting of the impurity was causing the X traps
organic compounds: radical-ion salts , to be formed ; it was not the one which
an intermediate between Van der Waals had intuitivel y been p icked earl ier from
and ionic crystals. This class includes geometrical considerations .
charge-transfer complexes in which In other recent work A. Braun , H.
a high ly ing occup ied leve l of a strong Pf isterer , and II. Schinid have studied
donor molecule is at about the same the kinetics of the fluorescence of naph-
energy as the relatively low lying un- thalene crystals doped both with deep
occupied level of a strong acceptor and shallow trap molecules. Experimen-
molecule. By the transition of one tally the crystals were excited with
elec tron from the donor to the acceptor , a l-n sec light pulse obtained by frequen-
an ionic ground state is formed with cy doubling the output of a nitrogen-
quasimetallic conduc tivity in a half- laser-pumped dye laser. The onset , r ise ,
filled band. At lower temperatures and fall of fluorescence for both the
a phase transition is observed , spl it- host and impurity molecules were meas-
ting this band into two separate bands ured as a function of temperature . The
and giving rise to a semiconductor, primary quantity obtained experimentally
It is in this class of materials that from this time-resolved spectroscopy
it- has been suggested that a high tern- is the energy-transfer rate. It is gem-
perature superconductor mi ght be found . erally accepted that sing let exciton mo-
N. Karl and S. Zieg ler in Wolf’s group tion at room temperature is most ade-
have studied the charge-transfer corn- quately described in a “hopping model”
plex amthracene-pyromellitic-dianhy dride in which the mean free path is on the
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order of a lattice constant and the To be significant for photosynthe-
exc iton hops incohere nt ly through the sis , exper imen ts and unders tanding mus t
lattice. At low temperatures , however , even tua l ly  be referred to living things
it is conceivable that the exciton as is being done in the group . A corn-
moves coherently over several lattice pleted study had to do with the lumin-
spac ings before it is scattered . Ac- escence of green algae. The temperature
cording to theory these two modes of dependence of the fluorescence spectrum
exciton motion have different tempera- for both prompt and delayed emission
ture dependencies. The conclusions was measured for temperatures down to
from these studies are that the trapping 4.2 K. In add ition a linear dependence
rad ius or the deep trap s are abou t 60 ~ of the delayed emission intensity on the
ard are 10 A for the shallow traps. excitation intensity was found at low
Also , at temperatures below 40 K in temperatures; this supports the idea that
naph thalen e, a partially coherent exci- a one-quantum-mechanism is responsible
ton motion can be inferred; above 40 K for the delayed light production.
the singlet exciton motion appears to One reason for the recital of prog-
be purely incoherent. ress given above is to illustrate how

A new technique to study coherent much is being learned about a variety
exc iton effects is being pursued by of organic solids from the application
N. Karl , who has found laser emission of theory and experimental tools that
from anthracene molecules substituted are familiar to solid state physicists.
into host crystals such as fluorene Perhaps organic solids should be more
and 2 ,3-dimethylnaphthalene . A nitrogen widely considered as an area of oppor-
laser is used to pump the system. Work tunity than currently seems to be the
on this technique is in the early stages case. Certainly there are many processes
of deve lopment , that are now poorly understood. One

The problem of photosyn thesis is that intrigues Wolf is: How does it hap -
also receiving attention in Wolf’s group , pen that a quantum yield of 10 or 20 is
and some of the techniques that have sometimes found for the polymerization
been used to unravel s impler or ganic of or gan ic molecules on expo sure to l ight?
materia ls are also being applied to His hope is that the ESR studies on sys-
more complex ones such as chlorophyll. tems undergoing li ght-induced polymeri-
The chloroph yll p igment molecules par- zation may help to unravel the problem .
ticipa te in at leas t three steps of Organ ic so lids , anyone ?
the photosynthetic process: the so- (Clifford C. Klick)
called li ght harves t in g, the transfer
of the absorbed energy -to the reaction
center , and the actual charge separation.
It has been suggested that the different
roles of the chlorophy ll molecules
in the photosynthetic process are in- _____________________________________
duced by different environments or by IVPECHANICSformation of complexes containing the ______________________________________
pigment molecules.

In order to help f ind a solu tion
to this question , work is underway to
study the ESR of chlorophyll a and chlor- STABILITY STUDIES AT THE UNIVERSIDAD
ophyll b in their metastable triplet AUTONOMA DE MADRID
s ta tes  at various concent ra t ions  in
both polar and nonpolar solvents. It Located in Canto Blanco (Madrid)
is the purpose of this work to investi- in the Physics Department of the Univer-
gate the influence of the environment sidad Autdnoma de Madrid , a Group in the
and the concentration on the molecular Physics of Fluids and Biophysics (GPFB)
proper t ies  of ch lorophyl l  a and chloro- is pursuing some interesting problems
phyll b. Para l l e l s  between these prop- in the convective instability of ther-
er t ies  and those found in in viva sy s- mal l y dr iven f lows and the stabi l i ty of
tens may help to find models for the chemical and biochemical reactions.
chlorophyll confi gurations occurring The work is under the direction of Prof.
in in viv a systems. The first results M.G. Velarde , who hold s the cha ir in
of these studies are being prepared Statistical Mechanics at the University
for publica tion , and who , in add iti on to thc forego ing,
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is exploring some features of the Ising critical one predicted by linear theory
Model of lattice structures, even though a sub-critical nonlinear in-

Ve larde ’s work in convective insta- stability may exist for the case of a
bilities was stimulated by contact with sufficiently strong dependence of vis-
Prof. I. Pr igog ine ’s group at the Center cosity on temperature.
for Statistical Mechanics and Thermody- The coupling of chemical processes
nam ics (CSMT) of the Un iv ersity of Texas and hydrodynam ic stability is exempli-
at Austin and has been carried out partly fied in the study of the stability of
on a joint basis with researchers there , an interface between two immiscible ,
Velarde also engages in joint activity chemicall y reacting liquids. Inhomogen-
with the Service de Physique , Centre eities at the interface can cause sur-
d’Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay (France) face tension tractions that will induce
and the Laboratoire de Dynamique et Ther- motions at the interface and within the
mophysique des Fluides , Universit~ de bulk phases. The motions will occur
Provence , Marse ille (France). in Bénard-like interchange (convective)

It is remarkable that the B~nard patterns . The inhomogeneities may ori gi-
problem (stability of a fluid layer heat- nate in connection with chemical re-
ed from below) has been studied since actions at the interface with inhomogene-
1900 (though natural convection has been ities , react ions , and motions all mutu-
obse rved since the time of Archimedes ally coup led. Becau se the problem con-
in approximately 213 BC), and yet it sidered concern s 3 single interface be-
is so open-ended that it continues to tween two semi-infinite liquids , the
attract ever increasing activity. The resulting instability is of the Raylei gh-
aspects of the problem initially studied Taylor type . The formulation of the
were the stability properties of the problem and its solution represents a
liquid layer with respect to linear (in- cooperative effort involving the rele-
finitesimal amplitude) disturbances. vant centers in the University Aut6noma ,
Even the linear stability problem asso- University of Texas , Universit~ de
ciated with a thin liquid layer of in- Provence , Danish Technical University
finite extent is many-faceted ; the upper at Lyngby, and Universit~ Libre de
and lower boundary conditions whether Bruxelles. The same problem generalized
free surface or solid interface , or f i -  to the case of an interface in a spheri-
nitely or infinitely conducting, along cal geome try presumably to represent a
with variable surface tension effects reacting drop let has since been investi-
due to temperature dependency present gated by Velarde and J .L. Ib a~iez . Of
many distinct problem variations . The course , in a more realistic analysis ,
variation of transport coefficients they would have to account for the ef-
with temperature and the influence of fect of the reaction products separating
instabilities in the superimposed fluid the reactants at the interface and in-
(on top of the upp er , free surface of hibiting the reaction process.
the liquid layer) make for still further Most recentl y, Velarde , along with
comp lication . C. Normand and Y. Pomeau of Saclay , was

The problem of thermal diffusion involved in a review article on convec-
and convective linear instability in tive instability for the Reviews of Mod-
a two-component fluid layer was studied em Phyeic8 in which linear theory in-
some years ago by Velarde and R.S. cluding variational principles , nonlin-
Schech ter of the CSMT following an in- ear theory, energy method , perturbation
itial investi gation by Schecter , Pri go- (power series) expansion , subcritical
gine , and R. Hamm. The two-component instabilities , bifurcation theory (fash-
fluid cons idered was of such composition ionably referred to as catastrophe
that when heated from above , the compo- theory) , and transition to turbulence
nent s were thermally driven to separate is expounded through to the present state
from each other and , strangely enou gh , of understanding. It should be noted
a buoyancy-driven instability resulted here that for the case of convectively
even when the overall density gradient unstable Taylor-Couette flow , the “tur-
favored stability. The theoretical re- bulent” state seems highly ordered as
sults agreed with experiment, observed by Frank Mobbs of the Univer-

More re cen t work on the B~ nard prob- sity of Leeds.
len with ri gid solid boundaries indicated Besides the research on convective
that for a weak dependence of viscosity instabilities of the B~nard and Raylei gh-
on tempera ture , no instability exists Taylor class , the GPFB is study ing the
at a lower Rayleigh number than the stability of chemical and biochemical
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reactions, Given a particular chemical Telecommunications Eng ineering; Road ,
reaction , the reac ti on scheme ( inc lud ing Cana l , and Harbor Eng ineering; and Indus-
chemical kinetics) can be modeled in trial Eng ineering within the city of
terms of a timerate generation (or de- Barcelona as well as lower level tech-
pletion) equation for each species that nician programs in Technical Architecture ,
includes the effects of the concentra- Agricultural Engineering , Industrial En-
tions of all and their diffusion through gineeri ng, and M im ing Eng ineering.
each other. In this manner , various The program in Fluid Mechanics at
types of chemical reactions that include the ETSIIT is the substantial one in the
built-in process inhibiting mechanisms Barcelona area , and so I was happy to be
can be studied for time and space van - able to visit and discuss it with Profes-
at ions of reaction rate. The chemical sor Luis Virto Albert who occupies the
reaction can even be desi gned to simu - Chair in Fluid Mechanics and Fluid Ma-
late the respiratory and metabolic proc- chinery. Virto explained that undergrad-
esses of a bacterial culture. Accord- uate students specializing in Mechanical
ing ly, Ve larde and co-workers have Eng ineering take Fluid Mechanics in their
develo ped theorems regarding the evolu- third year and Turbomach inery in their
t ion of solutions of the coupled families fifth and last year at the ETSIIT, The
of partial differential equations in Doctoral program in Fluid Mechanics con-
phase-space and the related stability sists of three full.time and two part-time
properties. In addition to the stability (external) students.
of an initially un iform state , the prob- Virto and his students have a number
lem of the stability of dissipative of interesting investi ga tions under way
structures for the diffusion-reaction that combine the usual fluid mechanical
problem has been tackled. Somehow , considerations with those of neighboring
th is has taken on an appearance analogous disciplines such as thermodynamics , can-
to large-scale , coherent structures bustion , and rheology. An example of such
in ordinary turbulent flow, a problem being studied is the desi gn

In all , the program at the GPFB and parame tr ic repres entation of a hea t
is in touch with important centers of pipe of arbitrary conductance. A heat
research activity and is actively con- pipe is a device that provides low re-
tributing in its own right. Its level sistance transport of heat. It consists
of p ro f i c iency is remarkabl e, partic u- of a hermetically sealed tube partially
larly in view of its small size and filled with a li qu id that develops cap -
its level of support, (Martin Lessen) illary forces with respect to a porous

structure also contained in the tube.
The liquid is such that it vaporizes
within the temperature interval over
which the heat pipe operates. If the
heat pipe is placed between a heat source

FLUID MECHANICS AT THE ESCUELA TECNICA (high temperature) and a heat sink (low
SUPERIOR DE INCENIEROS INDUSTRIALES temperature) , the liqu id at the h ig h ten-
DE TARRASA perature end evaporates and the resulting

vapor is condensed at the low temperature
The Escuela Tecnica Superior de end. The porous structure serves to

Ingen ie ros Indus tr iales de Tarrasa transpor t the condensed l i quid contin-
(ETSIIT)  is one of a numb er of componen t ua lly toward the h igh temperature end.
ins titutions of the Universidad Poli- The heat , however , is transported by the
tecnica de Barcelona, In the Span ish vapor from the hea t source to the hea t
trad ition , Indus tr ial Eng ineer ing covers sink . The heat pipe apparatus at the
a l l  eng ineering with industrial appli- ETSIIT consists of a 4-cm i.d. to 5-cm
cat ions and hence encompasses the usual o.d. tube, 1 m in length. The porous
Civ i l , Elec tr ical , Chemica l , and Mech- structure inside the tube is composed
an ical Engineering fields. Further of a stainless steel mesh; the mesh
as the city of Tarassa , located on the wire diameter and spacing are varied in
ou tsk ir ts of Barcelona , is an important the course of the studies. Various
textile manufacturing center , a large f lu ids such as ammon ia , me thane , and Wa-
part of the teaching and research pro- ter are being studied inside the heat
gram of the ETSIIT is devoted to textile pipe which was purposefully made large
technology. In addition to the ETSIIT, enough for pr essure , tempera ture and
the Pol ytechnical University of Barcelona other instrumentation to be introduced.
has other higher technical schools in The study of the effect of the presence
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of a noncondens ing ga s either mixed wi th porous (filtration) beds and the result-
the working fluid or separated from it ing gradual modification of the permea-
by an interface is projected. Virto bility of the beds with progressive flow ,
men tioned the use of the hea t pipe for and the generation of noise in low-speed
solar energy applica tions , but the ac- fluid flow through pi ping systems.
tual geometry of the proposed installa- (Martin Lessen)
tion was not clear.

Another area of investigation at
the ETSIIT is the study of internal flow
in a 2-stroke cycle internal combustion
eng ine for a motorcycle. The objective PH’Y’SICAL.
of the research is to optimize the de- SCIENCESlivery ratio (volumetric efficiency)
of the eng ine by varying the air induc-
tion and exhaus t conf igurations so that
the engine “breathes” as freely as p05- LASER SOUNDING IN THE STRATOSPHERE AT
sibie. The volumetric efficiency of APPLETON LABORATORY
an eng ine is the ratio of the air actually —

induc ted (a t ex ternal cond iti ons) per Apple ton Labora tory ,  located in
induction cycle to the engine displace- Slough , 22 miles west of London , was es-
ment. Much work has been done in the tablished about 1923 as the Radio Re-
past in the developin~nt of resonating search Station. The Science Research
induction and exhaust systems with the Council took over in the mid-sixties ,
intent of maximizing volumetric efficien- and for the next ten years the institu-
cy (and performance) ,  but the beneficial tion was known as the Radio and Space
effects are only present over a very Research Station . Since 1973 it has been
narrow eng ine-speed range. For a motor- called the Appleton Laboratory with
cycle (or a racing car) many transmis- very active UK and worldwide cooperative
sion gears have to be included in the satellite programs as well as space
installation so that the engine intake research conducted from rockets , balloons
and exhaust operate at close to resonance, and aircraft. Other interests include
Virto and associates are having a new astrophysics (see ESN 30-8:346); radio
look at an old problem , and we can only astronomy; radio propagation in the
wish them success, troposphere , as well as the upper and

Some basic research on the distri- lower ionosp here; solar physics; uv as-
bution of droplet size in a fuel spray tronomy ; and studie~ of composition and
is under invesUgation. An application structure of the upper atmosphere.
is in the design of combustors for jet Laser i nvesti gations from the ground
eng ines. Knowled ge of the properties are carried out in order to determine
of the spray will permit the minimum the concentration and movements of var-
length desi gn of the primary combustion ious constituents of the upper atmosphere.
chamber for complete combustion at close Indeed , the very first lidar measurements
to stoichiometric conditions in order of Na vapor by resonance scattering of
to reduce the formation of nitrogen ox- dye-laser radiation in the upper atmos-
ides. The mixture of primary combustion phere [M.R. Bowman , A.J. Gibson and T’t.C.W .
produc ts with secondary air then lowers Sandford , Nat are 221 , 456 (1969)] were
the temperature to that permitted in obtained by the L~~~ ratoi-y. Lidar
the turbine, The effect of a more uni- work will be the only topic discussed
form drop let size as opposed to a dis- in this report.
trihution in size is also being pursued. I first met with Dr. W .C. Bain ,
Virto felt that the closely related prob- a senior administrator , who b r i e f l y de-
len of water droplet cooling in air con- scribed the history of the laboratory
d itioning systems (only under very dry and explained the organizational struc-
atmospher ic conditions) wou1 .~ benefit ture . I then met Dr. L. Thomas , who
from the research. It is indeed a p ity, works for Ba in and has charge of the li-
howev er , that nature is so uncooperative ; dar work. I also talked briefly with
where climates are sufficiently dry for Dr. R,J. Emery, fr om a d if f e r en t group ,
wat er droplet cooling, wa ter it se l f  i s who is conduc ting ir-transmission mcas-
scarce. urernents in the atmosphere from sub-mm

Other investigations in progress to lO-i~m wavelengths.concern the flow of suspensions through
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The first measuremen ts of Na in gators have since made more detailed K
1969 and 1970 were made with a flashlamp- measurements by laser radar (see ESM
pumped dye laser tuned to the D, line 31-12:510).
of Na (5890 A) witb a laser linewidth More recently the group has devel-
of about 7 x 10-2 A and output energy oped a mobile van-mounted lidar system
of 150-300 mJ per pulse. These first with a steerable beam that was used at
measuremen ts were impor tan t as they Sk ibo tn , Norway to track sodium clouds
established the fact that it was pos- at altitudes between 130 and 175 km
sibl e to measure , from the ground , very wh ich had be en releas ed by rocke ts from
low-level gaseous concen tra t ions at the rocke t range at Andenes . W inds wer e
al titudes exceeding 90 km. During the determined from the lidar returns as a
period July 1969 to July 1970, Gibson function of altitude during an auroral
and Sandford at a field station at Wink- substorm. Strong eastward and southward
f ield , Berks., made measurements of ~.iad components with maxima of 150 rn/sec
the sodium layer. Data were iecorded were observed.
on 60 clear nights during all seasons The steerable-beam lidar was used
of the year. Intense background no ise , in 1975 to demonstrate that on occasion
even though a -narrow-band filter is horizontal structure exists in the sodium
used in the rece iver , makes it very concentration. During one such set of
d ifficult to make daytime measurements, measurements a vertical differential
The results of these observations showed of about 2 km was found for a horizontal
that the column content of atomic Na separation of 15 km. In addition the
reached a maximum during winter of time dependence indicated that there were
12 x 101 3  m 2 and a min imum in summer vertical motions in the opposite sense .
of 2 x 10 13 m 2. These seasonal van - The layer structure appeared to be Os-
ations in content were accompanied by cillatin g with a period of about 20 m m -
a lower ing of the hei ght of maximum utes. It is not as yet possible to tell
concen tration in both summer and winter, if this is a horizontally moving struc-
This has been interpreted as an increase ture or the action of a gravity wave.
of Na from below in the winter and a Other investigations are being con-
loss from the top of the layer in summer. ducted in the uv over the wavelength in-
The maximum number density of Na observed terval 2970-3080 A. The laser for this
in January was 1 1010  m 3 and the application uses a flashlamp-pumped
minimum summer value was 2 x l0~ m 3 . dye whose output is frequency doubl ed

The group has used the same tech- by an ammonium dihy dro gen phospha te (ADP )
ni que to measure K in the upper atmosphere crystal. The output energy is 0.2 inS
at a wavelength of 7699 A. A near-jr per pulse with a z -A linewidth. The pur-
dye , 3,Y-dimethyl-2 ,2 -oxatricarbocya- pose of these measurements is to investi-
nine iodide dissolved in ethylene glycol , gate the effects of aerosols , cloud s,
was used in the laser. The dye cell haze , ozone , and other absorb ing gases
was 50-mm long and 10-mm in diameter in this spectral region that are impor-
and pumped lo ng itudinally by a Q-switched taint in regard to biolog ical effects.
ruby laser. Two Fabry-Perot (FP) etalons Some preliminary measurements were made
and a third solid etalon (used as the in 1975. They showed a 10:1 ratio be-
output reflector) were used for tuning tween the transmissions (two-way) at
the laser. The output ençrgy was 40 3080 A and 2970 A for hei ghts below 5
mJ and linewidth was 0.1 A. Since the km. Interpretation of the results at
concentration of potassium was expected different wavelengths is inconclusive ,
to be the order of 1’~ of the sodium but Gibson and Thomas believe that it
concen tra t ion and a weaker  la ser was is probabl y due to absorption by water
employed , a larger receiver was required, vapor in the 0-5 km reg ion. Since ac-
Sandford , in collaboration with F. Felix curate absorption cross sections for
and others from the University of the water vapor are not known yet for this
West Indies , Kingston , Jamaica , used waveleng th range , it is difficult to ama-
the very large receiver of the Mark TI lyze the data. They hope to continue• laser radar at Kingston which has a this work with a more powerful laser so
collec ting area of 15 m2. They obtained that certain ~sses can he monitored bya resonance scat tering profile on 27 resonance scattering or fluorescence.
January 1973 at heig hts between 75 and Another recent activity of the group
100 km and estimated a column number is the determination of characteristics
density of 9 x 10 ’’ m 2 , Other investi- of cirrus clouds by taking lidar rneas-
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urements at d i f fe ren t  elevation angles .  TERMOLOGIA AT THE UNIVERSIDADE S DE
At Winkfield they made measurements on SEVILLA , VALENCIA AND BARCELONA
cirrus at 10-12 km on otherwise clear
nights in August through October 1976. In Spain the term Thermology is
The data showed a directional dependence used to denote the study of classical
on the ratio of backscatter to extinc- thermodynamics , irreversible thermody-
tion coefficient. Backscatter signals namics , and statistical mechanics.
were obtained at 90° elevation and 300 Three Univers i t ies  in Spain are l inked
elevation . Comparison of signals with by a faculty-teacher-student relation-
respect to expected Rayleigh scattering ship in this field , hence the research
from clear regions above and below the activity at the institutions is construc-
cloud layer permit the determination tively related. The senior program is
of the apparent optical thickness , located at the University of Barcelona

under the direction of Professor Jos€
1(8) t 8ext cosecO dh Maria Vidal Llenas , Chairman of the

Department of Thermology in the Faculty
and integrated backscatter coefficient , of Physics.

A large part of the research acti-
B int J B ,  .. cosece dh v i ty  at Seville , Valencia , and Barcelona

involves the use of heat f lux  calorime-
8ext - attenuation coefficient try. The basic instrument , developed at

Seville , measures heat f lux direct ly
0 - elevation angle and consists of an array of therinocoup-

les on the surfaces of a known thermal
h - height above surface resistance. The thermocouples are then

calibrated to read the heat flux direct-
• volume backscatter co- ly through the thermal resistance. For
efficient . some applications , the thermal resist-

ance is a copper plate. Although the
This assumes no horizontal variation in thermocouple readings are directly in-
the atmosphere or cloud layer . For one terpretable as a heat flux in the case
particular night they obtained values of steady heat flow, the correct imter-
at 30° of r(0) - 0.115 and 8int —2.0 x pretation of transient readings requires
10 ‘ while for an elevation angle of a convolution integral to yield transient
90°, 1(0) — 0.047 and Bint 2.7 x l0 ’. heat fluxes. A related problem illus-
If the particles were spherical or ran - trating the necessity for the use of
domly oriented , the values at 90° (cal- convolution techniques involves the sam-
culated from the 30° values) should have pling of a fluid of varying constituency
been 0.058 and 1 x l0 ’ respectively, through a long cannula, When the flow
They deduce from those results that in the canmula is laminar and the effect
the. crystals were elongated in shape and of laminar diffusion is negligible ,
oriented predominantly in a horizontal the varying constituency of the fluid
plane . at the entrance of the cannula propa-

This group has done some very im- gates along the cannula with the flow
portant work in remote sensing of the velocity of the fluid in the cannula.
atmosphere particularly in early work Since the velocity within the cannula
with resonant scattering determination is a quadratic function of radius (for
of Na. One factor that Thomas feels Poiseujile flow), the entrance conditions
is reducing current productivity is a are smeared out at the exit but can be
lack of enough scientific talent which retrieved from the exit information by
is preventing more projects being under- a convolution procedure. In like man-
taken . (Vern N. Smiley) ner, the flux meter apparatus can be

characterized as a “black box” and the
relevant “black box” parameters evalu-
ated for various processes.

Thu s, at Barce lona , calorimetry
is used to study the fast reaction kinet-
ics of chemical reaction s with enzymatic
catalysis. Since the enzymes degrade
rapidly, the calorimetric measurements
must be made within minutes. The t ime
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evo lution of the heat dissipation in to its moda l structure . Therefore , if
the metabolism of drosophila is studied the heat flux is plot ted as a function
in this way. Heat flux calorimetry is of the temperature difference driving
also used in connection with microbio- the instabilit y, th e changes in slope
logical measurements of the metabolism of the curve can be interpreted as bi-
of mixtures of bacteria from the sea , furcations between disturbance modes.
in order to obtain the time evolution This work is being carried out in coop -
of the heat dissi pat ion as an identifying eration with P. Berg é and M. Dubo is of
si gnature for the bacterium . In this the Service de Physique ThEorique , CEN
way it is possible to recognize on the de Saclay, and N. G. Velarde of the Dc-
thermogram profile whether the bacteria partamento do rcsica , Universidad Autâ-
came from great or small depths in the noma do Madrid. Since theoretical stud-
ocean because the aerobic and anerobic ies were carried out for a rectangular
behavior of the bacteria is conditioned parallelep iped c a v i t y  of 3 cm x 10 cm x

by the availability of oxygen in its 1 cm high , this is being studied ini ti-
natura l habitat, It has been observed ally in the Seville experiments. How-
that the thermogram of heat dissi pated ever , it would seem that with these par-
with time for a given sample of bacteria ticular dimensions , on e cou ld hard ly
exhibits a coherent oscillatory struc- expect to observe an instability but
tu re that seems to be uniform over the rather a forced or secondary type flow .
sample. It is probable , tha t for a suf- In view of this , the Seville studies
fici ently large sample , there exists will also include an 8.5 cm x 12 cm x
a corresponding space structure that 1 cm high cavity and a circular cavity
would indicate a wavelike propagation of approximately 10 cm dia x 1 cm high.
phenomenon of fluctuations in metabolic in all cases , the upper and lower houn-
rate , The work in calorimetry at Bar- daries w ill he of very hi gh thermal
celona is under the direction of Prof. diffusivity in order to maintain the
Vicente Torra Ferre . thermal boundary conditions as un iform

At the University of Seville , the as possible.
Department of Thermology in the Faculty At the University of Valencia , the
of Sciences is under the direction of Chairman of the Department of Thermology
Prof. U. Manuel Zamora Carranza . It is Prof. \‘icente Candia Gomar , who a lso
is curious that this University is housed is the acting Rector of the University.
in what formerly was the first tobacco Since the well-being of the orange crop
factory in Europe; it is supposedly where is of great importance to t he  reg ion ,
Carmen enticed I)on José in what became Gandia has a research program in the mi-
the theme of the opera by Bizet . Zamora crometeoro logical prediction of frost
and associates are studying the proper- conditions. Thermistor sensors are
ties of ferroelectric material s . A fer- placed in the orange trees , on and under
roelectric is a solid that has a spon- the ground , and in balloons , and th e oh-
raucous electrical polarization as op- servations correlated w ith local climatic
posed to a piezoelcctric that attains and pollution states and used on an em-
a polari zation only with a mechanical pirica l basis to indicate the possibilit y
stress. When a ferroelectric is raised of frost. Ground frost is controlled
to its Curie temperature , it loses its by a ground-cover planting. Experiments
spontaneous polarization and becomes are in progress to determine whether
a simp le dielectric. The app roach used a water spray can control frost in the
at Seville to obtain the relevant ferro- trees themselves (the heat of fusion
electric properties of a sing le crystal of the water raises the temperature of
involves the app lication of an electric the air l .
field at constant entropy , and th en a Prof. Emi lio Rojas Blasi at Valencia
thermal fluxmeter is used to obtain the is active in therma l flux calorimetry.
time-integrated heat flux necessary to Rojas has worked with Vida l of Barcelona
return the specimen to its initial tern- and Zamora of Seville and is interested
peratu re. in the techn iques to study thermoelec-

- • Heat flux calorimetry is also being tric energy conversion using li quid metals
used in Seville in the study of Bénard near their melting points. He has studied
type hydr odynam ic instabilities. Since mercury-indium , mercury-t hallium , mercury-
the BEnard instability is thermally cadmium , and mercury-zinc systems experi-
dr iven and convective in nature , the men tall y . Ir connection with solid-state
heat fl ux it transports can be related thermoelectric-energy conversion , he 
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has also studied the gallium-phosphide successor in the l990s. The Anthroptech-
system over a temperature range from nik Department is giving part of its ef-
room temperature to 5000 C. fort  to the concep t of the cockpi t for
(Martin Lessen) that next figh ter , and the rel iance on

computer technology will make it a quan-
tum depar ture from cockpi t concep tion s
of the past. A modern cockpit like that

-

~ 
of the Tornado is a mix of old electro-

PSYCHOLOGICAL mechanical instruments and their controls ,
SCIENCES new computer-based displays and their

con trols , and the head-up display , but
the cock pit of tomorrow will be dominated
by the computer.

The bi g human fac tors prob lem for
HUMAN FACTORS AND THE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT contemporary fighters is aircrew work-
COCKPIT OF THE l990s load , and th is problem has been most vis-

ible in the debate over one- vs two-place
“Huma n fac tors ,” “ergonomics ,” systems that has been active for about

“human engineering,” and “eng ineer ing 30 years. Everyone acknowledges that
psycho logy” are terms tha t Eng lish a fighter pilot is a busy man in certain
speaking analysts give different shades phases of a comba t m ission , but the ad-
of meaning but interchange freely never- vocates of a one-place system argue that
theless to describe the consideration the cockpit can be designed efficiently
of hum an var iab les in the des ign and enoug h for one man to do the job. Sup-
use of man-machine systems . In West porters of a two-place system , on the
Germany , “anthropotechnik” is the labe l other hand , argue that one man is over-
mos t commonl y used , and the recommended loaded and that some duties should be
translation is “human eng ineering.” assi gned to a second man. As a result
The Anthropotech nik Department , Mili- of this unresolved controversy, fighters
tary A i rcraf t Div i sion , Messerschmitt- since World War II have been a mix of
Bölkow-Blohm GmbH , in Ottobrunn (just one and two-place systems , depending on
outside of Munich), is headed by A .R. who was momentari ly dom inating the de-
Seifer t , a psycholog ist. MBB , as the bate. The debate was deserved because
company name is merc i fu l ly abbreviated , its ramifications are far-reaching for
has a work force of 2 0,000, wi th man y cos t , equ ipment complexity, personnel ,
pr ojec ts , and the Anthropotechnik Dc- and system effectiveness , bu t no resolu-
pa rtmen t tha t serves them is a busy t ion was poss ib le because the technology
group . They have a profess ional staff of the time did not have signif ican t new
of 13, composed of psycholog is ts , phys- ways of handling human workload . If
icists , eng ineers , mathematicians , and workload could be substantially reduced
MDs, Their bi ggest project in recent by automation , there would be no ques-
years has been inputs to cockpit desi gn tion that a one-seat fighter could do
of the Tornado f igh ter , the European the job. Seifert contends that the de-
mult i-role combat aircraft (the MRCA), bate is over because the presence of
for the Wes t German Air  Force and Navy , onboard compu ters w il l make one p i lo t
Britain ’s RAF , and the Italian Air Force, more effective than a two-man team ever
The Tornado wil l be opera ti on al soon , vas .
and so it occupies less time of the Except for a few old-style electro-
Anthropotechnik Department than before , mechanical instruments for standby re-
al thoug h f inal  des ign matters still liability if the computers fail , all
ar ise. The MBB human factors effort cockp it information of the future fi ghter ,
for a major  sy stem l ike Tornado does a s Se i fer t conce ive s it , w i l l  come f r om
not stop with cockp it desi gn. A Train- computers and be displayed on cathode-
ing Department devises the personnel ray tubes and on a head-up d isplay tha t
tr a in in g plan , and a Logistics Depart - will combine a view of the outside world
men t specifies the personnel manning with computer-generated symbols.
table. Seifert ’s huma n fac tors pr inc iple , wh i ch

An aircraf t company worthy of sur - is not new , is “unhurd ening, ” i.e., the use
vival in the competitive commercial of machines to ease the responding of
world will be looking at systems-to- the human operator , thereby freeing him
be , and MBB is already planning Tornado ’s for functions that he does best and
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that machines do less well. Which func- ent thinking and planning, the fighter
tions to assign nan and which to assign of tomorrow will be a better balance of
machines is an old argument in engineer- human and machine capabilities than we
ing psychology, but Seifert sees it as have ever had , and it should have a bet-
no problem. Assign any function to a ter combat capability than ever before.
computer that can be reasonably assigned (Jack A. Adams)
without seriousl y affec t ing the cos t
and complexi ty of the sys tem , and the
more the better. The human operator
should be freed as much as possible to
perform those high-level intellectual
and perceptual functions in which he HOW PILOTS ARE SELECTED IN WEST GERMANY
excels. The human mind can be awesome
in its resolution of complex uncertain- If Lufthansa German Airlines and
t ies  and in te rpre ta t ion  of complex sen- the West German armed forces can be said
sory patterns. Machines will not rival to have the majority of profess ional
these capaci t ies  of man in your time pilots in the country , then two groups
or mine, of psycholog ists are responsible for Sc-

One of the b iggest workload demands lecting them for training. One group
on a pilot is visual scanning and inter- is the Psychology Department , Institute
pretation of the panel. Electromechani- for Aerospace Medicine , German Aerospace
cal instruments are always present in Research Establishment (Institut fur
today ’s a ircraf t, commanding visual at- Flugmedizin , Deutsche Forschungs- und
tention , but there is no need for the Versuchsanstalt für Luft - und Raumfahrt
continuous presentation of information e.V.), located at the municipal airport
when computers process it; data can in Hamburg, wh ich selects cand ida tes for
be presented as required. Some data will Lufthansa fli ght training. The other
be needed continuously, as fli ght con- is the Center for Research in Aviation
trol informa tion; some w i ll be needed Psycho logy , A ir Force Weapons School
according to the phase of the mission , (Zentrale Fliege-Psycholog ische Unter-
as in the attack phase ; some will be Suchungsstelle/Waffenschule der Luft-
needed on request , as when the pilot waffe), located in FUrstenfeldbruck near
w ishes to check his  fuel  supp ly; and Munich , which  selects p ilo t candida tes
some w i l l  appear onl y when system cir- for the military .
cumstances force it , as in an emergency , The main bod y of the Ins titu te of
like loss of power. The result is a Aerospace Medicine is housed in Bonn-
reduced load for the pilot. Other uses Bad Godesberg , although there is a Mo-
of onboard computers would be calcula- physics Department quartered in Frank-
tion of navigation and fire-control prob- furt in addition to the Psychology Dc-
lems , or perhaps p red ic t ion  in which par tment  at Hamburg.  The I n s t i t u t e  has
the fu ture  s tate of the system would a s t a f f  of 75 , of which 33 are scien-
be estimated on the basis of the present tists, The scientific cadre is dominated
state and possible pi lot inputs—e.g., numerically by MD5, as befits an insti-
the pilo t could obtain the consequences tute of aerospace medicine , wi th the
of var ious attack maneuvers and deter- other scientists being eng ineers , physi-
m ine the one with the highest kill prob- cists , biolog ists , mathematicians , and
abil ity. Control functions could bene- psycholog ists. Of the six psychologists ,
fit from analogous unburdening. Complex five are in Hamburg givi ng mos t of their
motor movements to accomplish complex t ime to Lufthansa pilot selection.
aircraft maneuvers could be reduced to As a result of an effective adver-
simple movements with computer interven- tising campaign , the prospect of an air-
tion . line captain ’s status and pay , and a week

All  of the se possibi l i t ies are in Hamburg comp limen ts of Lufthansa ,
technolog icall y poss ib le  or are rapidly the psycholog ists have a large pooi
becoming so, and the anthropotechmik of applicants from which to choose the
scientists of West Germany are sensitive few that the airline trains each year.
to them, The realization of details In 1976, 1696 young men (women are not
rema ins to be wor ked ou t, but the 1990s considered) requested information , 557
are a d istance in the fu ture , and t ime were tested , 33 were selected for fli ght
enough remains to do it. With the pres- training of which 30 graduated to
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Lufthansa ai rcrews.  The min imum educa- 15-20% of the candidates  are washed out
tion requirement is high school gradu- by the tests , and another 10% are dropped
ation. After preselection for such in flying school.
routine variables as height , age, and In Stage 1 the recruiting office
weight , the candidates are subjected administers printed tests , such as intel-
to f ive days of t e s t ing ,  during which li gence , to the applicant to see that
a candidate can be dropped at the end he has the general qualifications of an
of any day. Day 1 is a battery of print- officer. Stage 2 is printed and psycho’
ed tests , covering mental abilities , motor tests , not unlike those of the
general and technical knowledge, per- Lufthansa battery. Stage 3 uses a lig ht
sonality, and the English language. plane as the selection tool , and gives
Day 2 is a battery of psychomotor tests an 18-hour t r a i n i n g  program . Those who
that are behaviorally complex , like pass it enter military flight training.
two- and three-dimensional trackim~. At present the testing does not include
Day 3 is a flight trainer (an old fli ght trainers , althoug h by 1980 there
Curtiss-Wri ght Dehemel Duplicator) , will be four Singer-Link GAT-l trainers
and sports. After 20 minutes of famil- in Stage 3. The trainers will reduce
iarization in the trainer , the candidate the light plane flying to 3-5 hours ,
has a 4 0 - m i n u t e  session in which  he according to present  p lans .  The expec-
flies three maneuvers that are scored tation is that measures of flying skill
for accuracy. The sports tests are can be obtained in the  t r a ine r , w i t h
common athletic activities like running, the airplane being used to obtain cvi-
ball games , and swimming, by which the dence of fear  of f l y i n g .
candidate is rated for skill , aggressive- These West German pilot selection
ness , competitiveness , and courage. programs distinguish themselves from
Day 4 is a one-hour interview by a se- US and UK programs in two ways. One
lection board comprised of a retired way is that they are more elabora te,
airline captain , a current airline Such items as flight trainers , light air-
captain , an engineer , and two psycholo- craft , and sports would be considered
gists. The interview is a test of sorts excessive for a mass selection program
where the candidate may be asked addi- in the US and the UK; the Germans seem
tional information about his background , to put more effort and money into pilot
or he may be asked to elaborate a topic selection than the Americans and the
covered in a printed test. The board British , and they reason it is cost ef-
then evaluates all of the performances fective to do so. The cost of flight
of Days 1-4, and makes an overall de- training is higher for West Germany than
cision about the candidate. The few for the US and UK , with both Lufthansa
candidates  that pass Days 1-4 must then and the m i l i t a r y  sending the i r  t rainees
pass a medical examina tion on Day S to the US for basic tra ining to take
and , if they pass i t, they are on their advantage of the better weather in the
way to flight training. US (Lufthansa trains in Phoenix , AZ).

The military psychologists of Because the cost of training overseas
Fflrstenfeldbruck test about 700 pilot is hig h , it is cost effective to put a
candidates a year for the Air Force bi g effort into pilot selection and m m -
and Navy, and the number will rise to imize selection mistakes. A pilot trainee
about 1000 when Army pilot selection who washes out after months of training
is added. Although it appears that in the US is a costly mistake .
quotas are met , the prospects of mili- Validation is the extent to which
tary flying apparently are not as at- the test battery predicts Pass-Fail in
tractive to young men as Lufthansa flying, flying school , and only the Filrstenfeld-
To increase the candidate population , bruck psycholog ists calculate it for
the military casts a wider net by having their military battery (the validity
lower educational requirements than coefficient is 0.60). The Hamburg psych-
Lufthansa. A candidate is considered ologists have never checked the validity
with less than high school graduation , of the Lufthansa battery (this is another
although he is encouraged to continue difference between West German selection
his education on a part-time basis along- procedures and those of the US and UK—
side his military duties if he is ac- the psychometric traditions of the latter
cepted. The testing is in three stages, two call for meticulous concern with
and moving to the next stage is contin- validation). Nor can the Lufthansa bat-
gent on passing the previous one. About tery be validated. Almost everyone who
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is selected passes the Lufthansa flight with the recently signed agreement be-
training program , which means that there tween the EEC and China to expand trade,is no Pass-Fail to discriminate and no the French and German governments have
correlation to compute. agreed to allow China to use the SymphonicDoes this mean that the Lufthansa system for test transmissions. This agree-
battery is worthless? No, because some ment is the first joint research project
of the tests used by Lufthansa are also that China has concluded with Western
used by the West German , US, and UK mili- countries. It allows China to transmit
tary who have shown a degree of validity radio , telephone , and television signals
for them. Actually, not very much va l id-  at no cost for the next six months via
ity is required for the Lufthansa bat- both Symphonic s a t e l l i t e s.
tery to look good. If only the top few (R.W. Rostron)
performers out of hundreds given the
battery are chosen for a flight training
program whose criteria for success are
not excessive, then almost everyone WAVE POWER—THE COCKERELL RAFT AT SEA
will pass the flight training course
and the test battery will be splendidly In our last issue (ES!! 32-4) a ser-
effective ; the battery has done the se- ies of three articles addressed the topic
lection job assigned to it. If, however , of wave power. As we go to press , f i r s t
this same test battery had to select sea trials of a 1/10 scale model Cockerell
hundreds of trainees each year, as the Raft in the multiple -pontoon wave-energy
West German military does, it would make device developed by Sir Christopher
more mistakes than it does. The require -  Cockerell , inventor of the Hovercraft ,ment for a large number of trainees means have commenced in the Solent foilowing
that many with less than top test scores promising tank tests by the British Hover-
would have to be admitted , a region of craft Corporation , The model in the
uncertainty is entered where selection Solent is expected to generate about
mistakes are made, and the validation 1 kW as compared with full-scale rafts
power of the battery is truly challenged. of a surface area 100 m x SQ m in the
The Lufthansa battery pays its way by Atlantic which mi gh t genera te 2 MW.doing the Job that Lufthansa asks it The National Press indicate that Cockerell ,
t-o do, but there is am i1l~zsi9n of the who i n the pas t has foug ht long battlesbattery being better than it is because with the UK es tabl ish men t, is h i g h l yalmost everyone selected by it succeeds complimentary of the government scien-
in pilot training. (Jack A. Adams) tists of the Energy Technology Support

Unit at Harwell (More kudos for Harwell!).
Alex Eadie , Parliamentary Under Secretary
of State at the Department of Energy

_______________________________________ who has ridden the raft in L1~e Solent,I reiterating that wavepower probably offersNEWS & - i a greater potential for the UK than any
other na tu ra l  renewable energy source,
expressed the view that the sea trials
“will show people that wave power is

SYMPHONIE EXPERIMENTS not just a boff in ’s pipe dream but a tan-
gible credible proposition.” Skeptics

Europe took its first steps in corn- remain however.
munications satelLite technology in 1969 The sea trials are particularly
with the development of the Symphonic important as the t ime approaches when
experimental satellite, The project the wave power program will necessarily
was a Joint French-German effort cul- have to move into a very substantially
mmnating in the launch of the first more expensive phase if it is to be pur-
three-axis stabilized geostationary sued and when decisions will have to be
communications satellite in 1974. A made between various device approaches.
second Symphonic satellite was launched (A.W. Pryce)
in 1975, and since that time many cx-
perimemts have been carried out utiliz-
ing the 300 two-way circuits to tra ns-
mit television programs and telephone
conversations. In an effort to expand
this experimental program and in line
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PERSONAL in 1961. At the age of 37, he was ap-
pointed to a chair at UMIST, where he

Dr. R.G.C. Ba thhurs t, Reader in started and developed the Division of
the Department of Geology at the Univer- Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics ,
sity of Liverpool , has been given the bringing it to a level second to none
status and title of professor. in academ ic repu tation and experimen tal

Dr. William J. Jones, Research Fel- fac ilities. He published well over
low a t Trin ity College , Cambrid ge , has 100 subs tan tial papers and two no table
been appoin ted to the Chair  of Chemis try books . Benson rece ived several major
at Un ivers ity Col lege , Aberys twyth , prizes from the Institution of Mechanical
Wales. He succeeds Professor John ~~~. Engineers (L3ndon) , the Ame ri can Soc iety
Tho mas , FRS , who is taking up the Chair of Mechanical Engineers , and other bod ies
of Phys ical Chemistry at the University for his papers. He was Academic Vice-
of Cambr idge. Principal of UMIST, 1971-73 , and among

Dr. Tony McDonnell , Reade r in Space other appointments , he was Cha i rman of
Science at the University of Kent in the Aeronautical and Mechanical Engineer-
Canterbury, has been selected to design ing Committee of the Science Research
one of two British experiments on the Council,
first scientific mission of the NASA Sir Stewart Duke-Elder , one of the
Space Shuttle. The Science Research greatest oculists in Britain , d ied on
Counc il has awarded a grant of £36,773 27 March at the age of 79. He was Sur-
for the project , which is de signed to geon Oculist to King Edward VIII , King
detec t very small meteoroids. George VI , and to the Queen. During

Dr. T.N.L. Patterson has been ap- a brilliant career , he achieved an out-
po inted Director of the Computer Centre standing reputation as a research worker ,
at the Queen ’s University of Belfast. a clinician and perhaps above a l l , for

G~rard Piketty, an Eng ineer with his reputation as a research worker.
the Chief of Mines , has been appointed His earliest papers were on the nature
President-General Manager of the Centre of the intra-ocular fluids. From 1932
National d’Exp loi ta t ion des Ocea ns - to 1954 , he wro te and pub l ished the grea t
CNEXO (National Ocean Exploita tion Tex tbook of Oph thalmolo~y in seven vol-
Center) at Brest , France , as the replace- umes. Upon its completion he felt that
ment of Yves La Praire. parts of it needed revision. Instead

Dr. K.G. Stephens , Reader in the of producing a second ed it ion , he decided
Department of Electronic and Electrical to completely rewrite it as the System
Eng ineering, University of Surrey, has of Ophthalmology in no less than 15 vol-
be en promo ted to a personal Chair in umes , the f irs t of wh ich was publ ished
Elec trical Eng ineering in the Depart- in 1958 and the last in 1976. For a few
ment. volum es of the work he did have some co-

Professor J.H. Wilkinson , FRS , of au thors , however , he d id all the f ina l
the UK’s National Physical Laboratory, editing and revising. He also found time
has accepted a one-third tine appoint— to write The Practice of Refraction
ment in the Computer Science Department (8th ed., 1958), Recent Ad~ances in Oph-at S tanford  Univers i ty .  He w i l l  be tha lmology ( 4 t h  ed . ,  1951), Parson ’s flis-
spend ing one term each year at Stanford. eases of the Eye (16th ed., 1969), as

wel l as to con tribu te a steady flow of
papers to m any oph thalmic and scien tif ic
journals. He was Ed itor-in-Chief of the

OBITUARIES British Journal of Op hth almology and
of Ophthalmic Literature. He received

Professor Rowland S. Benson , Profes- many honors and medals during his life-
sor of Mechanical Engineering at the time .
University of Manchester Institute of Dr. John Ieuan Harris , a leading re-
Science and Technology since 1962, died search worker in the field of protein
30 March at the age of 53. He was in- chemistry and a founder member of the
ternationally renowned for his researches Medical Research Council’s Laboratory
on internal combustion engines and ra- of Molecular Biology in Cambridge , died
dial turbomachines. With a ten-year 2 April at the age of 53. After his
industrial experience behind him , he PhD work at the National Institute of
became a Lecturer at the University Medical Research , he spent five years
of Liverpool in 1953, and became Reader (1950-55) as a postdoctoral fellow
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in the US and Denmark. In the Laboratory Supersonic Transport Aircraft Committee
of C.H. Li at the University of Califor- was set up with Morgan as Chairman.
nia , he f i r s t became in teres ted in stud y- This Committee eventually made proposals
ing amino acid sequences in proteins , that led to the development of Concorde.
In 1955 he joined the staff of the Medi- Morgan remained associated with this
cal Research Counci l  in the Department program for many years .  He held a mum-
of Biochemis t ry  at Cambrid ge and moved ber of posts with the Ministry of Avia-
his group to the new NRC Molecular Labora- tion and the Ministry of Technology and
tory in 1961. His  work has a lways been in 1969 re turned  to RAE as Director .
charac tériied by a logical scien ti f i c  Upon h is re t iremen t in 1972 , he was
approach , extreme accuracy, and rel iabil- elected Master of Downing College , Cam-
ity of exper imental results, brid ge where he rema ined until his death.

Professor  Jan Hoyt ink ,  Professor
of Ph5~ TEal Chemistry at the Universityof Sheff ield , died suddenly on 11 Apri l
at the age of 53. Born and educated
in the Netherlands , he began h is academi c
career in 1953 with his appointment as
Lecturer in Physical Chemistry at the
Free University and in 1960 moved on
to the Cha ir of Physical Chemistry at
the University of Amsterdam in succession
to K e t e l a a r . In 1966 he moved to the
Chair at Sheffield. ill s earliest work
was on the thernochemistry of unsaturated
systems , but his international reputa-
tion lay in his studies of the electro-
chem istry of aromatic molecules. From
electrochemistry he was led to study
and interpret the e l ec t ron i c  spectra
of positive and negative ions of aromatic
h yd rocarbons , always app ly in g m o lecu lar
orb ital theory and developing its methods
and applications. He inspired the pub-
lication of the journal , Chemical Physics
Letters , and was its editor .

Sir Morien Morgan, FRS , a distin-
guished aeronau ti cel eng ineer , died 4
Apr il at the age of 65. After a year
wi th pr iva te indus try ,  he joined the
Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farn-
borough in 1935 , where he was to spend
the greater part of his working life .
He joined the Flight Section of the
Aerodymamics Department and became par-
ti cu lar ly  concerned wi th the hand l in g
characteristics of aircraft. He became
Head of the Flight Section in 1946 ,
but in two years he was made Head of
the newly formed Guided Weapons Depart-
ment. Under his leadership, this Depart-
ment played a notable part in the devel-
opment of the first-generation guided
weapons. In 1954 he became one of the
two Deputy Directors of RAE , a post he
held for nearly five years. Early in
this period he began to consider the
possibility of àeveloping a supersonic
civil transport aircraft , and he initiated
studies in the appropriate Departments
of RAE . As a result of these , the
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I NRL REPORTS I
R-14-77 PHOTOEMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY: ANOTHER POWERFUL TOOL

FOR THE MICROSCOPIST by A. Sosin

Photoemission Electron Microscopy, largely unknown in the
United States , is an actively employed technique in several
European laboratories. This report describes microscope
design , image formation and contrast considerations, reso-
lution and depth of information , and application. Photo-
graphs illustrate varying applications in metals , ceramics,
and semiconductors.

C-4-78 OPTICAL COMPUTING—A NATIONAL CONFERENCE AT VISEGRAD ,
HUNGARY by V.N. Smiley

The International Conference on Optical Computing in Re-
search and Development was held in Visegrad , Hungary 4-9
October 1977. The fact that this field is in an early
state of evolution was brought out by the speculative and
preliminary nature of many papers. Hybrid systems com-
bining di gital or analog electronics and optical devices
were emphasized in several papers and in a roundtable dis-
~ussion. A factor slowing the development of such systems
is that people from different disciplines are required to
integrate their  ideas . The main subjects discussed in the
report are: laser graph ic devices, holograms, hybrid image
processing, and biological applications. In addition , some
critical discussion of the general field of optical computing
as well as some specific areas is included.

C-S-78 THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE ELECTRONIC
PROPERTIES OF 2-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS by B.D. McCombe

The Second International Conference on the Electronic Prop-
erties of Two Dimensional Systems , 19-22 September 1977,
is reviewed critically. Topics discussed include: Space
charge layers in Si MOS structures; carrier localization ,
electric field subband spectroscopy and many-body effects,
dc and high frequency magneto-conductivity, cyclotron reso-
nance , charge density waves, surface “superla ttices”;
electrons on liquid helium, bound state spectra and life-
times , electron notion parallel to the surface, two-dimen-
sional plasmons , and Wigner crystallization; semiconductor
superlattices; and other semiconductor MOS structures.
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C-6-78 THE 13TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON APPLIED MILITARY
PSYCHOLOGY by M.J. Farr and C.R.J. Lafleur

The 13th International Symposium on Applied Military Psych-
ology was hosted by Canada at the Canadian Forces Base, Lahr,
Federal Republic of Germany , on 25-29 April 1977. There were
22 p a r t i c i pan t s  from 10 c o u n t r i e s .  The conference theme was
the m i l i t a r y  in society .  Four major topics were discussed:
(1) military management and organization , (2) military per-
sonnel practices and problems , (3) attitudes toward the mili-
tary , and change in those attitudes , and (4) the organization
and programs of military psychology research units.

C-7-78 FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON MATRIX ISOLATION SPECTROS-
COPY by R.R. Snardzewski

This report discusses the content of several papers presented
at the First International Conference on Matrix Isolation
Spectroscopy held on 21-24 June 1977 in West Berlin , FRG.
A brief discussion of the technique of matrix isolation spec-
t roscopy is included .
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INDEX OF ONRL TECHNICAL AND CONFERENCE REPORTS , 1976

Now that all ONRL Technical and Conference Reports published during 1976 have
been accessioned by the Defense Documen tation Cen ter , we are pleased to provide
this index. Copies of these reports may be obtained from either the Defense Docu-
men tation Center , Cameron Station , Alexandria , VA 22314 or the Na t ional Technical
Information Service , 5285 Port Royal Road , Spr ingf ield , VA 221 61, by using the
listed AD number.

IiiOL,00ICAL
~ ç IENCEB
ONRL C-l0-76 M. BLAN K , J.W. The Fifth International Biophysics

TWIDELL , R,J. Congress: Four Views (AD-AO2Sl5l)
WERRLEIN and
J.B. BATEMAN

ONRL C-l5-7 6 J.B. BATEMAN The World of Sub-Sensory Receptors:
A Symposium on Drug Action at the
Moleculay Level (AD-AO29009)

ONRL R - 3 - 7 6  “ Aqueous Ar te fac t s :  The Riddle of
Bound Water (AD-AO24643)

~~OMPUTEP8 Ii
ONRL C-2l-76 D.C. RUMMLER. 1976 International Zurich Seminar

on Dig i tal  Communications , 9-11
March 1976 (AD-A029185)

EARTH
SCIENCES
ONRL R - 9 - 7 6  A . I .  BARC ILON Hig h l i ghts  of Dynamical Cl imato logy

in Europe (AD-AO33335)

ECUCATION 
~ ]

ONRL R - l - 7 6  H.  FREEMAN USSR Enginee ring Edurat ion in
Electronics and Col”: ~er Science—Some Recent Observations
(AD-AO22131)

ONRL R-1l-76 A.I. BARCILON France ’s Grandes Ecoles (AD-A035447)

ELECTRONICS II
ONRL R-6-76 D.K. CHENG Ptarmigan : A UK Secure Area-

~~ Communication System for Armed
Forces (AD-A03l043)

ONRL R- 12-76 “ Electronic and Telecommunication
Activit ies in Egypt (AD -A035445)

ONRL C-34-76 N.M. BLACHMAN lEE International Conference on
_______________________ Millimetric Waveguide Systems

I B~ERQY I
ONRL C-31-76 R.H. NUNN International Symposium on Wind

Energy Systems (AD-A03487l)
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ONRL C-14-76 R.F. POTTER Energy and Physics—Third General
Conference of the European
Physical Society (AD-A026962)

ONRL C-30-76 W.C. SOPER The 10th International Power
Sources Symposium (AD-AO33323)

ONRL C-40-76 “ International Conference on Hydro-
gen and its Prospects (AD-A036936)

ENGINEERING ]
ONRL R-7-76 R.H. NUNN and An Industrial Technology Called

H. HERMAN Tribology—The UK Experience
(AD -AO3 0898)

ONRL C-l7-7 6 R.H. NUWN Fifth International Symposium on
Fresh Water from the Sea
(AD-AO2 7625)

I GENERAL

ONRL R-2-7 6 V.S. HEWITSON Index of ONR Technical and Confer-
and K. CLAPSADDLE ence Reports 1967 through 1974

_________________________ 
(AD-A02 2130)

MATERIALS
SCIENCE
ONRL R-8- 76 B. HERMAN Materials Research in Copenhagen

and Env irons (AD-A03347l)

ONRL C- 6-76 E.I. SALKOVITZ and The Rosenhain Centenary Conference
H. HERMAN (AD-AO23612)

ONRL C-2 3-76 H. HERMAN and 4th International Congress on Marine
E.C. HADERLIE Corrosion and Fouling (AD-AO32941)

ONRL C-25-7 6 H. HERMAN The Israeli-American International
Conference on App li ed Me tallurgy
(AD- AO 30908)

ONRL C-38-7 6 A. SOSIN Positron Annihilation : From QED to
NDT—A Report on the Fourth In-
ternational Conference on Positron
Annih ila tion , Helsingor , Denmark ,
23-26 August 1976 (AD-A037907)

ONRL C-37-76 L.M. SLIFKIN and Lattice Defects in Ionic Crystals:
J.H. SCHULMAN Report on tu e 1976 Berlin Con-

ference (AD-A037950)

ONRL C-2-76 D.E. DODDS International Symposium on Flames
as Reactions in Flow : Padua, I taly :
15-16 December 1976 (AD-A02l854)

ONRL C-3-7 6 E.A. WOLICKI , Applications of Ion Beams to Modify
J.W. BUTLER , K.L. the Properties of Materials
DUNNING and J . K.  (AD-A02 1653)
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ESN 32-5

ONRL C-8-76 A.L. POWELL Faraday Symposium on Proton Transfer,
University of Stirling , Scotland
8-11 September 1975

ONRL C-9-76 “ The International Conference on
Colloid and Surface Science (IUPAC),
Budapest , Hungary , 15-20 September
1975 (AD-A 024159)

ONRL C-l2-76 FL. CARTER and Fifth international Symposium on
C. FELDMAN Boron and Borides (AD-AO26961)

ONRL C-27-7 6 P.J. HERLEY Eighth International Symposium on
the Reactivity of Solids (AD-A033334)

ONRL C- 33-76 L. SLIFKIN Saclay Conference on Diffusion in
______________________ Condensed Media (AD-A033078)
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

ONRL R - l O - 7 6  R.H.  NUNN European Developments in Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (AD-A033638)

ONRL C-4-76 “ Seventh Cranfield Fluidics Confer-
ence__..Stuttgart , 12-14 November 1975
(AD-A02l 917)

ONRL C-5-76 D.M. MCELICOT Euromech Colloquium 63 on Design
and Application of Hot Wire Anemom-
eters Held at the Technical
University of Denmark , 20-22 AugUst
1975 (AD-AO23184)

ONRL C- 32-76 E.A. KARSLEY From Soup to Nuts—The VIIth In-
ternational Congress on Rheology
(AD-A04 122 7)

MEDICINE
ONRL C-13-76 J.H. SCHULMAN Inaging in Medicine : The SeventL

L.H. Gray Conference , Leeds , 1976
(AD- AO2 900 8)

ONRL C-l 8-76 K.M. GREENE European Undersea Biomedical Society
Workshop on the Treatment Offshore
of Decompression Sickness , 17-18
February 1976 (AD-A027626)

ONRL C-36-76 M. STEK XIII International Congress of In-
ternal Medicine , Helsinki , Finland ,
15-18 August 1976 (AD-A041228)

ONRL C-41-76 3. VOROSMARTI VIIth International Symposium on
Marine Medicine , 23-30 September
1976, Aboard the N/V Bellorussiya

________________________ 
(AD-A037 949)

P4YSICAL
~~~I.NcE.

ONRL R-l3-76 T.A. KITCHENS Reflections on European Low Temper-
ature Physics Research : A Directory
of Low Temperature Physics in the
Academic Institutions of the UK
and Some Comments on the Low Tem-
perature Physics Programs in Europe
(AD-A036959)
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ESN 32-5

ONRL C-l-7 6 T.A. KITCHENS Colloquium on Electrical Breakdown
on In su l a t i ng  Surfaces (AD-A02 1853)

ONRL C-7-76 T.A. KITCHENS, A.K . Annual Solid State Physics Conference
NEDO L UHA , and D. of the Institute of Physics , UK ,
PAPACONSTANTOPOULIS Manchester , 5-7 March 1976 (AD-A0236ll)

ONRL C-ll-76 D.A. HART Colloquium on Solid State Trans-
mi tters for Radar (AD-AO25189)

ONRL C-22-7 6 T.A. KITCHENS Thernometry and Temperature Scales:
The June 1976 Meeting of the In-
st itute of Physics Low Tempera ture
Group (AD-A033324)

ONRL C-24-76 “ Nuclear Orientation Study (AD-AO31042)

ONRL C-2 8-76 “ Solid-Vacuum Interfaces (AD-A033481)

ONRL C-2 9-76 “ Theoretical Polymers (AD-AO33222)

ONRL R-2-76 R.A. HEIN Superconductivity : A Chang ing R~DScene in Germany (AD-AO25445)

ONRL R-5-7j W.R. HUNTER Holographic Gratings and Zone Plates
(AD-AO29 031)

ONRL C-l 6-76 ?.I~S. HARRIS Conference on Magnetospheric and
Par ticle Physics , Sheff ield , U K :
31 March-2 April 1976 (AD-A027624)

ONRL C-l 9-76 R.F. LOPINA 2nd International Heat Pipe Confer-
ence , Bo logna , I taly, 31 March-
2 April 1976 (AD-AO29174)

ONRL C- 39-76 N.D. WILSEY and International Conference on Radiation
J.H. SCHULMAN Effects in Semiconductors (AD-A036994)

PBVCHOLOGICAL 1
SCIENCES I
ONRL R-14-76 J.W. MILLER Observations on Psychological Re-

search in Nine British Universities
(AD-AO03952)

ONRL C-20-76 “ Monitoring Behavior and Supervisory
Control , In terna t ional Symposium
(AD-AO3I 039)

ONRL C-26-76 “ The 12th International Symposium
on Applied Mil i tary Psychology
(AD-AO34872)

ONRL C- 35-76 R. MACKIF and Vigilance Revisited (AD-AO35077)
J. NAGAY

ESN VOL UME 30 , 1976
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